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Abstract
A simple performance model is developed for an inductively-coupled radio-frequency micro ion
thruster. Methods of particle and energy balance are utilized for modeling the chamber plasma
discharge. A transformer model is incorporated in the equations of energy balance for
investigating the effect of plasma on the primary circuit and for calculating the absorbed power
by the plasma. A simple and one-dimensional ion extraction model is developed based on
experimental observation and the result is validated with experimental data. Performance of the
RF micro ion thruster is satisfactory with thrust and specific impulse of approximately 2 mN and
2000 seconds, respectively. Comparison is made with a miniature bombardment-type ion
thruster, and the RF ion thruster is found to be more efficient when the coupling efficiency is
above 80%. Optimization in driving frequency increases power absorption and ionization
fraction tremendously. It has a positive but limited effect on propulsive performance as the ion
beam current is space-charge limited.
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= grid transparency for ion
= grid transparency for neutrals
= total current
= utilization efficiency
= thrust
- specific impulse
= exit velocity
= beam power
= electrical efficiency
= ionization fraction
= Boltzmann's constant
Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Overview
Ion thrusters, also known as ion engines, are electrostatic thrusters that rely on Coulomb forces
to accelerate positively charged heavy-molecular-mass particles. Heavy noble gases, such as
Argon and Xenon, are often chosen as propellant because of their stable and non-toxic nature. In
addition, they carry higher momentum and thus produce more thrust-per-unit-area than light
particles do when subjected to the same accelerating potential. In general, an ion thruster
consists of an ionization chamber with or without an internal electron-emitting cathode
depending on the ionization scheme, a grid system used for ion extraction and acceleration, and
an external cathode used for plume neutralization. The most common type of ion thruster is the
direct-current (DC) electron-bombardment ion thruster that was first developed by Kaufman
from NASA in the 1960s. Other types of ion thrusters include inductively-coupled plasma (ICP)
discharge radio-frequency (RF) ion thruster and electron cyclotron resonance (ECR) RF ion
thruster. Work on ICP RF ion thrusters for the most part has been done by German scientists,
while researches on ECR RF ion thrusters are primarily conducted in Japan.
1.2 Inductively-Coupled RF Ion Thrusters
ICP RF ion thrusters were first invented by Professor Loeb at the Giessen University of Germany
in the 1960s. Since then, the European Aeronautic Defense and Space Company (EADS) Space
Transportation GmbH and its industrial support, the German Astrium GmbH group, have
adapted this concept and successfully developed a family of space-qualified RF thrusters known
as the Radio-frequency Ion Thruster (RIT) series [1]. The flight models are also referred to as
Radio-frequency Ion Thruster Assembly (RITA) series. The scope of this thesis research focuses
on this type of ion thruster because of its long heritage and history of successful flight operations.
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1.2.1 Design Concept
A two-grid Kaufman type of ion thruster with static ring-cusp magnetic field is shown in Figure
1. Major features of this type of thruster include an applied discharge potential and an internal
hollow cathode for emitting primary electrons to "bombard" the neutral particles in order to
achieve ionization. The ring-cusp shape of magnetic field is produced by permanent magnets
and is used to confine the primary electrons and prolong their presence in the ionization chamber
before being lost to the walls [2]. Figure 2 shows the schematics of a two-grid ICP RF ion
thruster that is similar to the design used in the German RIT series. Unlike DC ion thrusters that
use electron bombardment for ionization, ICP RF ion thrusters utilize electromagnetic fields
induced by high-frequency coil currents to energize free electrons azimuthally. More
specifically, the primary electric field in the coil induces an axial magnetic field, which in turn
induces a secondary circular electric field by Maxwell's Law. Free electrons in the ionization
chamber are energized and accelerated in this secondary electric field. Self-sustained ionization
is then achieved by subsequent collisions and energy transfer with low-energy neutral particles
along the path. During such process, the inductance of the plasma is coupled with the coil
inductance, thus receiving its name of inductively-couple ion thrusters.
The success of German RIT-series ion thrusters proved that this RF technology can be robust and
dependable. However, during the course of this thesis research, some difficulties in starting the
plasma discharge were observed in experiments, possibly due to the lack of initial free electrons.
A high-voltage device such as a Tesla coil was used to ignite the plasma, but its usage might not
be necessary as the experiments are improved. It should be noted that the "positive high
voltage" and "negative high voltage" in Figure 2 will be referred to as "anode bias" and
"accelerator bias", respectively, in the following sections of this thesis. A simplified circuit
realization of the acceleration system showing these two applied potentials can be found in
Figure 12 in Section 2.4.1.
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Figure 1: Schematics of a ring-cusped DC electron bombardment ion thruster [2].
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Figure 2: Schematics of an inductively-coupled RF ion thruster.
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1.2.2 Advantages and Applications
The most prominent advantage of a RF ion thruster compared to its DC counterpart is the
prolonged operational life due to the absence of the life-limiting internal hot cathode. The most
recent RIT-series ion thrusters developed by EADS, the 200 mN class RIT-XT and RIT-22, can
easily achieve life of> 10,000 hours with continuous firing capability, while preserving other
favorable characteristics of a typical DC ion thruster, such as high specific impulse (> 3000
seconds), high propellant utilization (> 85%) and high efficiency (> 80%) [3,4,5]. Although the
above reference data do not necessarily reflect the performance of a model of smaller scale, they
demonstrate competency of the design. Overall, the durability of a RF ion thruster enables it to
carry out interplanetary or north-south station keeping (NSSK) missions that requires either long
firing time or long service life.
In comparison with ECR RF ion thrusters, ICP RF ion thrusters also possess a few advantages.
ICP thrusters are operated at much lower frequency (MHz range) than ECR thrusters do (GHz
range), thus the requirements on the power unit are not as strict. In addition, ECR thrusters
require external static magnetic field and a fixed propellant flow rate in order to establish an
electron cyclotron resonance; therefore thrust level is limited by the designated resonant
frequency and input power. Such limitations do not exist in ICP thrusters; the mass flow rate and
input power can be varied over an extremely wide range [5]. As a result, thrust level is easily
adjustable by changing either flow control unit or input RF power. This feature enables ICP RF
thrusters for precision propulsion and makes them suitable for delicate satellite formation
missions. Miniature version of ICP RF ion thrusters have been proposed for potential NASA
missions that require precision propulsion. These missions include the Space Interferometer
Mission (SIM), Space Astronomy Far Infrared Telescope (SAFIR), Laser Interferometer Space
Antenna (LISA), Micro-Arcsecond X-ray Imaging Mission (MAXIM) and Submillimeter Probe
of the Evolution of Cosmic Structure (SPECS) [6].
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1.2.3 History of Operations
The European Space Agency (ESA) and EADS had two successful satellite missions involving
the use of ICP RF ion thrusters, RITA-10. The first mission, the European Retrievable Carrier
(EURECA), was launched on 1992 by Space Shuttle Atlantis. EURECA was the largest
spacecraft ever built by ESA, and it was to orbit the Earth and later be retrieved for sample
access in 1993 by Space Shuttle Endeavor. During the year-long flight in space, RITA-10
powered EURECA flawlessly for 240 hours and no interference with satellite, payload or
electronics was noticed [3].
Since the EURECA mission, the performance of RITA-10 was increased to over 20,000 hours of
operation and it was eventually used to recovery the Advanced Relay Technology Mission
(ARTEMIS) in 2002. The ARTEMIS satellite was originally designed to operate in a
geosynchronous orbit at 36,000 km. However, due to an upper stage malfunction, ARTEMIS
was stuck at a circular orbit at 31,000 km. With a thrust of only 15 mN, RITA-10 slowly but
successfully raised the ARTEMIS to the targeted geosynchronous orbit, and thus rescued the
ARTEMIS mission. To date, RITA-10 has been serving ARTEMIS flawlessly for its planned
10-year mission [3].
1.3 Project Motivation
During the 40 years of development of inductively-coupled RF ion thrusters, there have been
numerous experimental and some computational works published by the German Astrium group
and other scientists. However, there is no simple performance model like the one developed for
DC ion thrusters by Brophy and Wilbur in 1980s. This simple mathematical performance model,
well known as Brophy's model, is essentially a particle and energy balance calculation that
relates thruster performance to adjustable operation parameters such as mass flow rate,
propellant type, discharge potential and physical grid transparency [7]. Inspired by Brophy's
model, this project intended to compute plasma properties and thruster performance of an
inductively-coupled RF ion thruster with a similar approach. Although the calculation was not
expected to be as simple as the algebraic expressions found in the Brophy's model, it should still
be easy to use.
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1.4 Objectives
As mentioned in the previous section, the main objective of this project is to develop a simple
mathematical model that is comprehensible and easy to use for an inductively-coupled RF ion
thruster. Instead of a fully kinetic particle simulation program, a less complex 1 -D
axisymmetrical computation code is developed to perform the necessary particle and energy
balance calculations in ICP discharge. This code is required because there is no straightforward
algebraic solution; heavy iterations are necessary in order to achieve the objectives. In addition, a
circuit model and a simple ion extraction model are also developed for completing the
performance analysis. In short, this project is to create a tool package for analyzing the
characteristics and performance of an ICP RF ion thruster. This package includes circuit
analysis, particle and energy balance in ICP discharge, and ion beam prediction from a two-grid
acceleration system.
1.5 Experimental Data
This project was initiated to supplement the experimental work done by Busek Co. for the
fulfillment of its NASA Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR) Phase I contract in 2005.
Experimental data, provided by Mr. Kurt Hohman and Dr. Lynn Wilson of Busek, are used to
validate the computation results. For the Phase I experiments, continuous ICP discharge was
sustained for a 3 cm diameter RF micro ion thruster. Estimated thrust level was 2 mN when
operated with 27 W forward power, 1 sccm Xenon flow and 1075 V inter-grid potential.
Operation of the thruster in a vacuum chamber is shown in Figure 3.
A conceptual schematic of the Phase I thruster is shown in Figure 4. The drawing does not bear
any dimensional accuracy. This prototype design resembles the configuration of a German RIT-
series thruster except for the placement of anode; the anode is positioned internally instead of
connecting at the screen grid. A capacitive matching network was placed in parallel with the coil
circuit to ensure maximum power delivery to the plasma. A fixed-capacitance capacitor was
used and the source frequency was adjusted to seek the matching condition. In experiments,
separate power units were used for RF input power and accelerating potential. These power
units will eventually be integrated into one for developing a flight model.
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Figure 3: RF micro ion thruster operating in a vacuum chamber.
Screen
Internal Anode
RF CoilQuartz Tube
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Insulator
Figure 4: Conceptual arrangement of the RF micro ion thruster used in Phase I experiments.
Drawing not to scale.
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1.6 Thesis Outline
Theory on ICP discharge and ion extraction is discussed in next chapter, followed by outlines of
the computation code in Chapter 3. Computation results are compared with available
experimental data in Chapter 4. Discussions on the findings are also included in Chapter 4,
followed by conclusion and thesis summary in Chapter 5. Three appendices are attached at the
end of this thesis. Appendix A is a user's manual for running the simulation code. Appendix B
shows the list of executable program and subprograms. Lastly, Appendix C presents an example
of the program output.
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Chapter 2
Theory
2.1 Overview
This chapter contains the fundamental physics behind this project. It consists of three major
parts: ICP discharge model, network matching and circuit analysis, and ion extraction model. In
the ICP discharge model, bulk plasma properties are calculated by means of a particle balance
and an energy balance. Approximations are made in the calculation to include only dominant
factors. The circuit network analysis is used for calculating power deposited into the plasma,
and calculated reflected power is used to compare with experimental results in Chapter 4. A
simplified 1 -D ion extraction model is developed based on the experimental research conducted
by D.C. Rovang and P.J. Wilbur in the1980s. Simulation results obtained from this extraction
model are also compared with experiments in Chapter 4. Electron temperatures shown in the
equations are in unit of Kelvin unless noted.
2.2 Inductively-Coupled Plasma Discharge Model
A global ICP discharge model published in 1994 by Lierberman and Gottscho is discussed in this
section. In this model, electron density is considered to be volume-averaged and electron
temperature is assumed to be uniform. Also, particles are assumed to have relaxed into a
Maxwellian distribution. In this section, equations regarding particle balance and energy balance
in an ICP discharge are introduced. These equations are used to calculate electron temperature
and density, as well as other plasma properties. The effect of electromagnetic wave penetration,
also known as the "skin depth" effect of RF plasma, is also discussed.
2.2.1 Particle Balance and Electron Temperature
Electron temperature in an ICP RF ion thruster is mainly affected by electron-neutral collisions
and is usually kept low (less than 5 eV). This feature is very similar to the one in a typical DC
ion thruster, since both types of thruster contain a low-density plasma source. Such level of
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electron temperature is quite attractive because the electrons are energetic enough to initiate
ionization but do not have too much excess kinetic energy to cause significant power loss to the
anode.
The solution for the electron temperature can be found by means of a particle balance when the
chamber geometry, wall temperature and background neutral particle density are specified. In
the model described by Lierberman and Gottscho, the governing equation for calculating
electron temperature is derived by assuming that ions and electrons only recombine at the wall.
Particle balance is then achieved by equating ionization rate to diffusion loss rate. This
statement can be expressed as [8]
v= u
dd
where vi represents ionization frequency. The right-hand side of Eq. 1 describes rate of particle
loss due to diffusion, and it is related to some effective plasma size d,,f and the velocity u, of
ions entering the sheath. From the Bohm sheath criterion, this velocity is equal to the velocity of
ions having energy corresponding to the electron temperature and is therefore referred to as the
Bohm velocity uB [9],
- kT (2)
Another important assumption regarding Eq. 1 is that singly-charged ions and neutrals are
thermalized with chamber wall in steady-state operation; in other words, T =T, ~ Tn,. In
addition, from quasi-neutrality of the plasma, a uniform density profile (n, = n, = n") is assumed
across discharge except near the wall, where densities drop sharply to some sheath edge density
n,. The effective plasma size can be written as [8]
1 Rid, R1(3)
e"' 2 RhL +lhR
A similar parameter, the effective area for particle loss can also be defined as
A, = 2;rR(RhL + lhR) (4)
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, in which hL and hR are the normalized axial and radial sheath edge densities, respectively. The
expressions of normalized axial and radial sheath edge densities are formulated by Lee and
Lieberman [8]
hL 0.86 0.5 (5)
no [3+(/2A,)+(0.86u /D)2Y2
hR= nR - 0.8 ) 0.4 (6)
no 4+ (R / A )+ (0.8RuB / 2.405J, (2.405)7D,)
where A, is the mean free path for ions usually much larger than the dimension of the thruster, 7
is the ratio between electron and ion temperature and Di is the ion diffusion coefficient. These
three parameters are expressed as
= 1 (7)
y ="(8)
kTD, = ' (9)
Ii in
In the expression of ion diffusion coefficient D, shown in Eq. 9, the ion-neutral scattering
frequency vi, is found by the product of mean thermal velocity of ions, neutral particle density
and ion-neutral scattering collision cross-section:
v,, = 5, nn Q,, (10)
The mean thermal velocity of ions are assumed to equal to the one of neutrals. The mean
thermal velocities of ions and electrons are computed from their Maxwellian distributions:
8kT 8kT
E, =C E,= ,e= (1
m eT
The Maxwellain-averaged cross-section for Xenon ions scattering off a neutral background is
taken from Banks' formula [10]
- = 8.28072 x 10 16 (12)Q, =m1
Cr*
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where c,, is the relative velocity between two species. In this case, c, is the relative velocity of
singly-charged ions and background neutrals upon elastic collision. c, is found by relating the
mean thermal velocity of ions and neutrals with the reduced mass for the collision:
1 k ' (13)
ml
which is in the same order of the ion mean thermal velocity shown in Eq. 11. Now, by
substituting Eqs. 11, 12 and 13 back into Eq. 10, the ion temperature is cancelled, which implies
that the ion-neutral scattering frequency v,,, depends solely on background neutral density. This
is a general feature of the "Maxwellian Collision" model adopted by Eq. 12.
The ionization frequency vi shown in the left-hand side of Eq. 1 is derived from the definition of
ionization rate [9]
n, = Vin = n, , (c)4 dC (14)
0
where f, is the electron distribution function, c is the magnitude of the velocity and UO7,(c) is
the ionization cross-section. For T, less than the first ionization energy (12.1 eV for Xenon),
only a small group of electrons can have energy exceeding the ionization threshold [9]. For this
condition, the integration of Eq. 14 needs to consider only the linear part of ionization cross-
section near the threshold:
E
crio, (E) = co ( -1) (15)
eV,
where E represents the particle energy, eV, represents the first ionization energy and the
constant uO relates to the linear slope of the ionization cross-section curve and is approximately
the geometrical atomic cross-section. For Xenon, uo is estimated as 3.63 x 10 2 m2 from Figure
5. Now, since electrons are assumed to have a Maxwellian distribution
3 E
m~ )2e kT0f = n ( ( 16)
2ckT,
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the integral in Eq. 14 can be carried out by integrating from the first ionization energy eV to
infinity with respect to the kinetic energy E = -mc to obtain
2
8 kTe (I kT V
ne =Vine = nenan " 1+2 k e (
zn, e V)
Having obtained Eq. 17, finally the ionization frequency can be shown as a function of electron
temperature
8kT ' kT_
vi = n c e 11+2 e(
n 
e
C..
.E
5
4
3
2
1
0 L-
10
17)
18)
100 1000
Electron energy, eV
Figure 5: Total ionization cross-section of noble gases [12].
With the results of Eqs. 2, 3 and 18, it is now clear that if the wall temperature, chamber
geometry and neutral particle density are specified, the electron temperature can be calculated
from the ionization/diffusion relationship described in Eq. 1. Figure 6 shows this relationship
between ionization and diffusion for a testing case described in Appendix C. In Figure 6, the
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ionization curve represents the left-hand-side of Eq. I and the diffusion curve represents the
right-hand-side. The intersection of the two curves indicates the solution for electron
temperature. A solution of approximately 4 eV can be simply observed from Figure 6. A more
accurate solution by the MATLAB computation code yields electron temperature of 3.98 eV.
Operating conditions and calculated results for this particular test case can be found in Appendix
C.
x 10
9.
7-
6-
3
2
1
0 0
Computing Plasma Temperature
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
electron temperature [eV]
Figure 6: Solution for electron temperature from equating ionization and diffusion.
It should be noted that this solution method for electron temperature is not as straightforward as
it may seem. First of all, it is not easy to relate the neutral particle density to adjustable
operation parameters (i.e. mass flow rate or input power) since it is influenced by the ionization
fraction. Adding to the difficulty, the neutral particle density in the ionization chamber cannot
be measured directly in experiments because any pressure measurement made would be
considered as total pressure:
(19)p = nek(Te + T,)+ n,UkT,
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Thus, even though the calculation of electron temperature may seem independent, it is actually
coupled with many other variables. The equations shown in this section are useful only if the
ionization fraction and chamber pressure are prescribed and the neutral density is known. In the
computation code, this condition is satisfied by iterating ionization fraction and total chamber
pressure.
2.2.2 Magnetic Field Penetration and Skin Effect
In ICP discharges, the magnetic field generated by the RF coil does not penetrate fully into the
plasma except for conditions of low frequency (<< 1 MHz) or extremely low pressure (<< I
mTorr) [9]. However, ICP discharges generally cannot be sustained under such conditions. The
spatial decay constant of a normally incident electromagnetic wave within the plasma is defined
as the "skin depth" of the plasma. The term "skin depth" does not refer to the absence of
magnetic field beyond it; it merely characterizes the weakening of magnetic field in such high-
frequency oscillation. Since the ICP discharge is ignited by the induced secondary electric field,
a weakened magnetic field directly relates to insufficient ionization beyond the skin layer.
For high-pressure and high-density ICP discharges, the skin effect is strong and power is
dissipated only within a thin ring of plasma near the wall. For ICP RF ion thrusters operating at
low pressures (1~10 mTorr), the skin effect is weak and the skin depth is typically chosen to be
about half of the inner radius. This particular size of skin layer makes intuitive sense; it indicates
a balance between core plasma impeding the incident electromagnetic wave and ionization in the
skin layer by the penetrating field. Calculation of the skin depth is made by modeling the core
plasma as a conductor with conductivity
e ne (20)
mev,
where ve, is the effective elastic collision frequency. In a low-density plasma, where the
ionization fraction is low, the effective elastic collision frequency is approximated by the
electron-neutral elastic collision frequency,
Vef ~ Ven = CeeniQ, (21)
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where the mean electron thermal velocity of electrons e is defined in Eq. 11. The averaged
electron-neutral cross-section for elastic collision, Qen is calculated by taking the Maxwellian
average of the atomic cross-section Q,, with respect to electron energy:
-f 4*eQ, -3 n (22)er-2kT
The relationship between electron temperature and Q for a Xenon atom is obtained from Ref.
11 and is presented in Figure 7. It is observed that after Maxwellian-averaging, the temperature-
dependent curve in Figure 7 flattens, and Qn for Xenon approaches to the constant value of
1.933 x 10' 9 m
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Figure 7: Atomic electron-neutral elastic collision cross-section of noble gases [Il].
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Assuming constant conductivity from the volume-averaged global discharge model and no Hall
effect, the penetration of the magnetic field can be analyzed by solving the one-dimensional
radial diffusion equation [9]
85 1
= DV2, Di,, (23)
at c-po
where p0 is the permeability of free space. The factor D,, in Eq. 23 can be interpreted as a
coefficient of diffusion of magnetic field into the plasma; sometimes it is also referred to as the
magnetic viscosity [9].
In order to solve the above diffusion equation, a boundary condition must be established. By
treating the coil current as a concentrated layer at the wall, the boundary condition at the surface
can be derived from the solenoid field equation,
Br=R I N (24)
rRPO 1
where N is the number of turns, / is the coil length and I, is the RMS current in the coil.
Consider complex representations for the oscillating axial magnetic field and coil current,
B(r,t) = Re{E(r)e'" , I, (t) = Re{ e'" } (25)
Eqs. 23 and 24 can be rewritten as,
1 d d5 coh=r -i- 5=
rdr dr D"i (26)
N ^
Br=R = P c
Expanding the first part of Eq. 26 yields the equation
dL5 ldB icod +2 ±--- =O0 (27)
dr2 r dr DM
With a change of variable, Eq. 27 becomes
, d B d . r)7 d + rq- = 0 , r/ = (28)
dq2  dlq_
co
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which can be related to the general form of a Kelvin function and does not require numerical
solution. From Eq. 28, if considering the skin depth of plasma as a spatial decay constant for
magnetic field penetration, then it makes sense to define the skin depth 5 as
(5 = -- (29)
The solution of Eq. 28 can then be written as [12]
N - M
B(r)= p1 -I e (30)
MoQ7J
with Modulus, Mo(x)= ber2 (x)+ bei 2 (X)
Phase, O(x)= tan Ibe(x)]
bei(x) and ber(x) shown in Eq. 30 are Kelvin functions and are defined as
ber(x) 1 - 64 - +113.77777777j - 32.36345625(- + 2.64191397 j
- 0.08349609Kj + 0.00122552Kj - 0.00000901(X2
bei(x) ~ 16 - -113.77777777fj + 72.81777742 - 10.56765779Kb
1 8 22 26 ( 1
+0.52185615 - 0.01103667(J +0.00011346( (31)
valid for- 8 < x < 8. The skin layer depth calculated from Eq. 29 is an important parameter
because it affects electric resistance of the plasma, which couples with the coil current and can
ultimately affect the percentage of RF power absorbed by the plasma. A model describing these
relationships is presented in Section 2.3.
With the solution for magnetic field diffusion, the azimuthally induced secondary electric field
can be easily calculated from Maxwell's Equation,
V xB = p 0 .1 = PO7E (32)
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where o is the plasma conductivity defined in Eq. 20. For the one-dimensional case considered
in this thesis, Eq. 32 can be simplified to
d B = P
dr= pooE (33)
Results of magnetic field B, (r) and induced secondary electric field E, (r) for the testing case
described in Appendix C are plotted in Figure 8. The calculated depth of skin layer for this case
is approximately 5.76 mm, which is 2/5 of the inner radius from the wall. From Figure 8, the
skin depth can be observed in the profile of magnetic field penetration as a decaying
characteristic. However, the presence of a skin layer is more obvious in the profile of the
induced secondary electric field. Until about 6 mm distance from the wall, the induced electric
field is strong and without significant decay, which validates the occurrence of ionization inside
the skin layer.
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Figure 8: Profile of magnetic field and induced electric field inside an ICP discharge.
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2.2.3 Energy Balance
In addition to the particle balance, an energy balance within the plasma is essential to describe
the characteristics of an ICP discharge. The electron density, which does not appear in the
particle balance equation, can be computed from this energy balance. Mitchner and Kruger [11]
formulate an equation of energy balance by assuming that all the absorbed power is lost due to
only elastic and inelastic collisions in the discharge,
P I3m
leen (34)
where v,, is the electron-neutral collision frequency, h is the ionization rate, P is the power
absorbed by the plasma and V,,, is the effective discharge volume. Since the electron density is
considered volume-averaged, the effective discharge volume is taken as the whole chamber
volume. In Eq. 34, the first term of the right-hand-side describes power dissipation due to
elastic collisions; in this case only the dominant electron-neutral elastic collisions are considered.
The second term deals with energy consumed by ionization and excitation (followed by
radiation); it is represented by the parameter eV ,
e V4 =1+ ". e V (35)
e V,{c
where the brackets inside the parenthesis represent Maxwellian rate coefficients of excitation and
ionization. Generally e V is 1 .8~3 times of the first ionization energy e V; depending on electron
temperature. For more accurate calculation, a profile shown in Figure 9 is incorporated into the
computation code to take into account the temperature dependence of the Maxwellian rate
coefficients. From the derivation of ionization rate shown in Eq. 17, Eq. 34 can be rewritten to
obtain the resultant energy balance equation,
P 3m eeK(00 -
Lm= k(T T, ± ±, vi36Vj, mn e V{(oc
Computations have shown that the power dissipation due to elastic collision is only about
1/10000 of the dissipation due to inelastic collision and is therefore insignificant. Nevertheless,
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the elastic collision term shown in Eq. 36 is still carried out in the computation code for
completeness.
With the use of Eq. 36, if the electron temperature and power are prescribed, the electron density
can be calculated. The underlying problem is to calculate the power absorbed by the plasma,
which can be influenced by both the electron temperature and density. In addition to an iterative
method, a circuit analysis is needed in order to estimate the effect of chamber plasma on the
primary circuit. By computing the plasma resistance and transforming such resistance into the
primary circuit, its resistive power dissipation can be found. This particular resistive dissipation
seen from the primary circuit is considered to be absorbed by the chamber plasma, and the
computed value can be used in Eq. 36 for energy balance in the ICP discharge. The detailed
description of this circuit analysis is presented in the next section.
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Figure 9: Maxwellian rate coefficients of Xenon [13].
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2.3 Circuit Network Analysis
As discussed in the previous section, the purpose of the circuit analysis is to calculate the
percentage of forward power that is absorbed by the plasma. This is done with a transformer
model developed by Lieberman and Gottscho. Since some of the element properties for the
cable, coil and capacitor are not given, a matching network analysis is developed to calculate the
effect of these element properties on power reflection. In experiments, reflected power is
measured instead of power absorbed by the plasma. Therefore, by comparing calculated power
reflection with experimental data, circuit element properties can be estimated and the transformer
model for computing absorbed power can be validated.
2.3.1 Transformer Model of an ICP Discharge
The idea of modeling an ICP discharge as a transformer with the plasma being a one-turn
secondary coil is not new. A previous model developed by Lieberman and Gottscho is discussed
in this section. Figure 10 shows the circuit diagram of such a model where a parallel LC
network is used in the primary circuit for impedance matching. The main objective of this
transformer model is to calculate the resistive power dissipation due to plasma loading, which is
shown in Figure 1 1 as element R2 in the equivalent circuit.
RF Power Supply
Re Plasma Region
V r f T c L cL PR
Figure 10: Circuit diagram of the transformer model. The primary circuit has capacitance C, coil
resistance RC and inductance L,; the secondary circuit has plasma resistance R, and plasma
inductance L,.
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Figure 11: Equivalent circuit of the transformer model. The change of inductance in the primary
circuit due to plasma loading is L, and the change of resistance is R,
In the transformer model described by Lierberman and Gottscho, the plasma resistance is related
to the conductivity and skin depth [8]:
R= Ipath 2=- = (37)
a path O(
where u is the plasma conductivity, path and Apah are the effective circumference and cross-
sectional area of the azimuthal current, respectively, and 3 is the skin depth. The plasma self-
inductance L, consists of geometrical inductance and inductance arising from electron inertia; it
can be approximated as [8]
L p = Lgeoerv + Linertia T + R (38)1 Ven
where ven is the electron-neutral elastic collision frequency for momentum transfer defined in Eq.
21. The definition of geometrical self-inductance has a N 2 term in the numerator; however,
since the plasma is modeled as a one-turn secondary coil, N 2 = 1. Usually the inductance due to
electron inertia is insignificant compared to the geometrical inductance because of the plasma's
high electric conductivity. Assuming a perfect coupling between the primary coil and the
secondary one-turn "air coil" of plasma, the mutual inductance can be expressed as [14]
Ll = VLCL, (39)
where the self inductance of the N-turn primary coil is calculated as [15]
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Le = O r 2  (40)
By substituting Eq. 40 and Eq. 38 into Eq. 39 and ignoring the inertial inductance, the mutual
inductance can be rewritten to obtain
Li 1J0 IZN (41)1
With the mutual inductance, the effects of plasma loading on the primary circuit can be evaluated
by the transformer equations. The changes of resistance R, and inductance L, in the primary
circuit due to plasma loading are given by [14]
R = , " 2 R (42)
R 2 + (oL, )2
co2 L 2 L
L = - , " (43)
R + coL
After the plasma loading is transformed to the primary circuit, the coil current I, can be
calculated from the impedance of the circuit elements. For the coil branch of the primary circuit,
the complex impedance is expressed as
Z1 =(RC + R2 )+ico(Lc + L2 ) (44)
For the capacitor with capacitance C and equivalent series resistance (ESR), its impedance is
written as
Z, = ESR -i (45)
C
The RMS source voltage is then calculated by finding the total impedance Z of the primary
circuit:
Z Z Z2 (46)
ZI + Z2
VRMS f Z
cos(#(Z))
where P. is the forward power and 4(Z) is the phase of the total impedance.
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Finally, the RMS power absorbed by the plasma can be estimated by calculating the resistive
power dissipation due to element R, in Figure 11:
Ihs, -Ic,RMS2R2 = sRMS R2 (48)
Z,
Having found the absorbed power, the energy balance equation for the ICP discharge model
shown in Eq. 36 can be completed. Eq. 48 is ready for use if the coil resistance RC and the ESR
value of the capacitor are known. If these two values are not provided, more work is needed in
order to calculate them. The procedure is shown in the next section.
2.3.2 Matching Network
The concept of impedance matching was originated by power companies for designing
transmission lines, but it is valid for all devices that utilize an AC power source. The idea is to
match the characteristic impedance of a transmission line to the load impedance in order to
minimize standing waves and maximize deliverable power to the loads. The characteristic
impedance of a transmission line is a property of the coaxial cable that describes both internal
resistance and inductance. If there is a mismatch between the cable's characteristic impedance
and the load impedance, a portion of the forward power is reflected back to the source. In
experiments, this reflected power can be measured to examine the quality of the matching
network.
As mentioned in the previous section, if the necessary coil resistance and capacitor ESR in the
primary circuit are not known, they can still be calculated by measuring reflected power. The
power reflection coefficient is defined as [16]
_ Preflected _ eflected Z - (49)
Pli,,ad Vlb,,,. Z+ ZO
where Z. is the cable's characteristic impedance. By Eq. 49, the absent values along with ZO
can be solved for after multiple entries of power reflection are recorded. This analysis ignores
the effect of a possible mismatch of impedance between the source and the cable, which could
send out a second reflection wave into the circuit. In this thesis, the power reflection
measurement is assumed not severely influenced by the second reflection wave generated from
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the source. The validity of this assumption would depend on how measurements are taken
during the experiments.
2.4 Thruster Performance
Having obtained a global model for calculating bulk plasma properties in an ICP discharge, a
model of ion extraction must be developed in order to predict the thruster's performance. A
space-charge limited extraction model is presented in this section for predicting ion beam current.
A separate subsection is devoted to equations for other performance parameters such as thrust,
specific impulse and efficiencies. The ion extraction model is based on the configuration
described in Section 1.5 with internal anode and floating screen; modifications are need for other
anode placements.
2.4.1 Ion Extraction Capability
Since an ICP RF ion thruster relies on an electrostatic field for accelerating ions and generating
thrust, it is essential to investigate the relationship between the applied grid potential and the
extractable ion current. The objective is to develop a simple one-dimensional model that can
predict such relationship. Figure 12 shows a simplified schematic of the two-grid acceleration
system that is used in this project. Notice this system is a little different from the design of the
German RIT-series thrusters, by placing anode internally instead of connecting to the screen.
The screen is left floating in this configuration.
In Figure 12, the anode bias is also referred to as "net potential" because the electric field
generated by this potential controls ion exit velocity. The role of the accelerator bias is to
provide a negative potential with respect to the cathode in order to prevent electron back-
streaming through the grids. The summation of the anode bias and the accelerator bias is often
referred to as the "total potential" and it provides overall acceleration for ions before they are
decelerated to the cathode potential. Total potential is a critical parameter for determining
whether or not the ion beam current is saturated. The ratio between the net and total potential,
denoted R, is also an important parameter for investigating ion extraction capability of the
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acceleration grids. Typically the value of R is designed below 0.9 to prevent electron back-
streaming, but above 0.5 in order to maintain satisfactory performance.
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Figure 12: Simplified schematic of the acceleration system.
V -et =Anode Bias, Vtotal = Anode Bias + Accelerator Bias, and R = "''
Vtotal
Child-Langmuir's theory states that the ion beam current is limited by the inter-grid space-charge.
By this classical definition, the extractable ion current density of the two-grid acceleration
system automatically reaches its maximum with any applied total potential. This current density
can be found in numerous publications, such as Ref. 17:
. 4J2 e toa V,,2
.iheam -- 80 i9 0m, , 2 (50)
where c, is the permittivity of free space and 1, is the grid spacing. The classical Child-
Langmuir theory is valid when there is sufficient ion production in the chamber. However, this
condition is rarely satisfied in a typical ion thruster (DC or RF). Because of low ionization
fraction, the ion density in the chamber of a typical ion thruster is almost always below the
requirement for achieving the classical Child-Langmuir space-charge limited current. The data
provided by Ref. 18 illustrates that even a high-power DC ion thruster designed by the Jet
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CathodeI . a
Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) cannot produce such level of limited current. The exact level of
exactable current depends on grid spacing as well as aperture size. It is worth mentioning that
the density in a typical ion thruster is not extremely low as to be indifferent to extraction
potential.
Being unable to apply the classical Child-Langmuir theory for predicting ion beam currents, an
alternative approach is taken. From literature research, interesting experimental results
published by Rovang and Wilbur of Colorado State University in the 1980s were found. For
their experiments, Rovang and Wilbur utilized an 8 cm diameter DC ion thruster with various
grid configurations to investigate ion extraction capabilities of two-grid acceleration systems.
Figure 13 shows an example of their findings, in which perveance is plotted against grid spacing.
Since perveance is defined to have the unit of A/V! 2 , it can serve as an indicator of space-
charge effect by its resemblance to Eq. 48.
From the experimental results leading to Figure 13, Rovang and Wilbur concluded that although
the physics of ion extraction is very complicated and nonlinear with closely-spaced grids, they
do become much simpler when the grid spacing is above 0.6 (normalized by diameter of screen
hole) [19, 20]. In fact, when the grid spacing is larger than 0.6 and the potential ratio R is above
0.5, the measured perveance approaches a constant, indicating the extracted ion current has
saturated by some space-charge effect. In order to investigate this phenomenon, effects of grid
geometry are also studied from other previous experimental findings.
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Figure 13: Experimental results regarding ion extraction capability of two-grid systems [20].
2.4.2 Modified Child-Langmuir Theory
During other experiments on the same DC ion thruster but with varying discharge-to-total
voltage ratio, Rovang and Wilbur once again observed constant perveance, which implies space-
charge limited current. The classical Child-Langmuir theory does not frully apply in this case
because of low plasma density. However, the limitation on extractable beam current does
somehow obey the classical theory, if a new spacing parameter is used in Eq. 50. Here, the name
of "Modified Child-Langmuir Theory" is given to describe such technique and to distinguish
from the original theory that uses physical grid spacing for calculating space-charge limited
current.
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Rovang and Wilbur noticed the level of limited ion beam current decreases with higher
discharge-to-total voltage ratio [20]. This finding was furthermore investigated by Brophy in his
research on DC ion thrusters. Brophy concluded that the level of beam current actually follows
an inverse relationship with the potential drop between plasma and screen [21]. Brophy's
conclusion is important because the plasma-to-screen potential drop is proportional to sheath size,
suggesting that sheath size should take part in the effective length for the modified space-charge
limitation theory.
It is apparent that the strength of electric field in closely spaced grids could reach breakdown
value; therefore, there exit limits of applied grid voltage as well as grid spacing. Electric
breakdown is highly undesirable because it not only damages grids but also impedes ion
extraction. Before reaching the extreme values, increased accelerating voltage and decreased
grid spacing generally increases the extracted ion beam current. In addition to these two
parameters, grid geometry can also affect the level of space-charge limited current. According to
Rovang and Wilbur, other effects of grid geometry on ion extraction capability can be
summarized as [19, 20]:
* Ion beam current is directly related to the ratio of accelerator-to-screen hole diameter,
d, /d, , until the ratio approaches unity. However, increasing d,, /d, ratio would increase
beam divergence as well.
* The diameter of the screen holes by itself does not have significant effect on ion beam
current, as long as it is within reasonable size compared to the sheath size.
* The thickness of the accelerator grid has no apparent effect on ion extraction.
* There exists a consistent trend of decreased ion beam current with increased thickness of
the screen grid.
Combining the findings of Brophy, Rovang and Wilbur, a new spacing parameter that is
applicable to Eq. 50 is hypothesized to exist between the sheath edge of the chamber plasma and
the upstream-side of the accelerator grid. Figure 14 illustrates such geometry. This effective
length is expressed as
le= l, +t, +l, (51)
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where l, is the sheath size, t, is the screen thickness, l is the parallel grid spacing and 8 is a
"shape factor" that represents the effective distance between the screen grid and the edge of the
chamber plasma. The size of the sheath is calculated by assuming that n. << n in the sheath
and the ions are being space-charge limited by the plasma-to-screen potential drop A# 0:
j, = 4 K-J (52)9 mi is
The ion current density is provided by the chamber plasma,
ji = e(hL e )UB (53)
By equating Eq. 52 and 53 and rearranging, the sheath size can be expressed as
4,r2 So kT, eA 0, 3 2
- ( )-2 (54)
9 e~hin, kT,
The potential drop between plasma and the floating screen grid is calculated with the theory of
floating probes. Because a floating probe collects no charge, the fluxes of electrons and ions are
equal:
7e = y, = hLnettB (55)
The floating screen is charged negatively with respect to the plasma due to high thermal energy
of electrons; therefore, electrons are repelled from the wall and the flux is expressed as [13]
-
_eAOb
7 = nec e kT (56)4
Equating Eq. 55 and 56 and rearranging, the potential drop is obtained:
kT 8 m
A#0, = "In( ' ) (57)
e 4h mL
and the calculation of sheath size in Eq. 54 is completed.
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Figure 14: Ion beam optics and grid geometry.
In Eq. 51, since density distribution at the sheath edge is highly non-uniform and non-linear, it is
necessary to define the shape factor p in order to take into account the influence of sheath size
while maintaining accuracy of the 1 -D extraction model. The shape factor p8 is estimated as 2.5
from experimental data for the internal anode configuration. It may take on different value with
other anode placements that result in different shapes of the plasma sheath. For the purpose of
simplicity, the shape factor is assumed to be constant regardless of applied accelerating potential.
This assumption is a little crude since the sheath shape does change with respect to accelerating
potentials. However, by defining the shape factor in the operational range of accelerating
potential, the approximation of constant shape factor is not too far off. With the effective length
found, the modified Child-Langmuir theory of space-charge limited ion beam current can now be
written as
4/2 e V -
Jheam - 2 -- , )N(Vt, (58)
9 m l 4
where d,, is the diameter of accelerator hole and Nh,,,,, means the number of grid holes.
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2.4.3 Calculation of Propulsive Performance
Having obtained the ion beam current from the modified Child-Langmuir theory, total ion flux
1, and grid transparency , can be calculated by their definition:
F, = """ , 4B- Beaun (59)
e e U B Agrid
where Ag, is the screen area and hLn, is the ion density at the sheath edge. The total ion flux
can be used to calculate utilization efficiency with the equation [13]
77 = ' (60)11 ,, + F,
where F,, is the total flux of neutral particles leaving the grids and is related to the Maxwellian
neutral density as well as the mean thermal velocity of neutral particles:
1n = nc" 0,, A,,,1  (61)4 
In Eq. 61, #, represents the overall grid transparency for neutrals. It is a physical property of the
grids and can be designed to minimize loss of neutral propellant gas. The overall neutral
transparency is calculated as
#n= (62)
where #, and #,, are the physical open area fractions of the screen and accelerator, respectively.
Since utilization efficiency refers to the fraction of the discharge propellant flow that leaves as
beam ions, it can be used to calculate the required input flow rate for sustaining the discharge
pressure [13]:
n , aJbe'" (63)
e 7,
The purpose of calculating this "required mass flow rate" is to ensure consistency between mass
flows in and out of the thruster for the condition of constant chamber pressure.
Since the neutral particles are not affected by the electrostatic field generated by the accelerating
grids, they escape from the system through random motion carrying an exit velocity equivalent
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to their mean thermal velocity. Thrust, symbolized as T , is therefore contributed by both the ion
beam and the escaped neutral particles:
T =m,C, + m,,F,, (64)
where C, is the exit velocity of the accelerated ions and is related to the anode bias (net
potential):
C, = "eV' (65)
m,
Specific impulse, Isp = C,,, /g , is calculated with the use of a simple rocket equation,
T = rhCeff (66)
where C,, is the effective exit velocity. The value of C is lower than the ion exit velocity C,
due to the presence of slow neutral particles in the exit jet stream. Since the exit mass flow rate
consists of both ion and neutral flows, the effective exit velocity can be computed from Eq. 64 as
T
C, (M T (67)(mi + m,T,
2.4.4 Calculation of Thruster Efficiencies
Four efficiencies of the RF ion thruster are defined in this section: ultimate propulsive efficiency,
electrical efficiency, overall electrical efficiency and coupling efficiency. The ultimate
propulsive efficiency defined here is different than the propulsive efficiency defined for air-
breathing jet engines; it is calculated by assuming no power consumption by circuit elements and
a perfect coupling between the RF power source and the plasma (100% power delivery). The
ultimate propulsive efficiency is the best possible efficiency of a RF ion thruster because it does
not account for any energy loss outside of the ionization chamber. It is expressed as the ratio
between the beam power and the sum of beam power and absorbed power:
_ - ean ' (6 8)
where the beam power is calculated by
Pheam Jeam X net (69)
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Even if the resistive dissipation by circuit elements is minimized to negligible amount, the
ultimate propulsive efficiency is still difficult to obtain because of the matching problem.
Perfect matching can only be achieved for fixed values of forward power, frequency and flow
rate. Any deviation from these fixed values would change the resistance and inductance of the
plasma, causing an impedance mismatch. Since adjustability is a desirable feature of such a
propulsion device, it makes no sense to pursue absolutely perfect matching and therefore the
ultimate propulsive efficiency is not very practical.
Electrical efficiency is a more useful quantity because it accounts for the inevitable power
reflection as well as the resistive loss in the capacitor and RF coil. It is expressed as
r7e = " -" = "- '"e"i (70)
where P, is the forward RF power of which P,,., is only a fraction. The electrical efficiency is
sometimes expressed in terms of energy cost per beam ion production, A V (often denoted
as e.),
r7,- "''(71)
in which the ion production cost is found by
A V ,) t(=- ttl -. ef-i - (72)
ibeaml ibeamn
AV,,, (or ei) is a commonly used parameter for characterizing thruster efficiency. It has the
energy units of V or W/A. Values of AV,,, below 400 V are generally considered acceptable, if
not satisfactory. In this thesis, the ion production cost is related to the electrical efficiency.
However, sometimes it can also be related to overall electrical efficiency. The overall electrical
efficiency is a measure of all power consumption within the system that does not contribute to
propulsion. In addition to power reflection due to impedance mismatch, non-propulsive energy
is consumed by the circuit elements, the neutralizer and the accelerator grids. Power loss due to
DC/RF conversion in the RF power generator is sometimes considered as well. The coupling
efficiency simply describes the percentage of forward power that is delivered to the plasma.
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As mentioned before, the general problem of obtaining high efficiency in a RF ion thruster is the
difficulty of delivering power to the plasma. For example, the highest electrical efficiency
observed in the Phase I experiments was no more than 60%. Maximum power delivery to
plasma (coupling efficiency) is around 50% of the forward power by calculation. The rest of
forward power is either reflected back to the source due to circuit mismatch, or lost to resistive
dissipations in the capacitor and RF coil. By inspection, if the matching network can deliver
80% of the forward power to the plasma, the electrical efficiency can be increased to 68%.
Notice these efficiency values are not fixed as they can be increased with optimization. Further
discussion on efficiency can be found in Chapter 4.
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Chapter 3
Computation Code
3.1 Overview
This chapter outlines the flow of the MATLAB computation code that was developed to solve
the performance model described in Chapter 2. The main executable function is named
"RFModel.m" and is included in Appendix B along with other sub-functions, which appear in
the order of their usage. "RFModel.m" takes flow rate, wall temperature, forward power,
source frequency, anode bias and accelerator bias as input and outputs bulk plasma properties
and thruster performance. A manual for using "RFModel.m" is included in Appendix A and an
example of output is shown in Appendix C. Geometrical parameters of the experimental setup
are set as default in this code.
3.2 Calculation of Plasma Properties
In all parts of the computation code, electron temperatures are presented in energy units.
Therefore, equations involving electron temperature may look slightly different than the ones in
the theory section because of the difference in electron temperature's units. A simple conversion
is used
Te[eV]= =,T[K] ,[  (73)
e 11594
where k is the Boltzmann's constant and e is the electron charge.
In "RFModel.m," an iterative method is used to achieve overall particle and energy balance for
the chamber plasma. Ion extraction is also incorporated in this iterative process. The outcome of
the iterations is simultaneous solutions for chamber plasma properties and thruster performance.
Figure 15 shows the computation scheme that is used to solve for the three major plasma
properties: electron temperature, ionization fraction and chamber pressure. Other important
properties such as particle density and wall-loss rate are calculated subsequently after these three
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major values are found. In Figure 15, red color indicates the major concepts described in
Chapter 2, and blue color indicates the path of iteration. An iterative process is needed because
the three desired plasma properties cannot be directly related to adjustable operational
parameters. It should be noticed that the order of the iterative loops must be the same as the one
shown in Figure 15; otherwise the iterations could fail. This observation is the result of
numerous trials and debugging for failures in convergence. It should also be advised that the
code does not work too well for extremely low flow rates (i.e. below 0.1 sccm). This limitation
is caused by the initial value of chamber pressure. Since the thruster does not usually operate in
such low flow rates, no further debugging was conducted.
Iterations are terminated at some tolerance between two consecutive iterative results. The
default tolerance for electron temperature convergence is 0.01 eV and for ionization fraction is
0.0005 (0.05%). Since ionization fraction is iterated at the outermost loop, the difference
between two consecutive iterations in ionization fraction is referred to as the "convergence
index" and is outputted to monitor the overall convergence. In the innermost loop of the iterative
process, chamber pressure is updated via an algorithm that takes into account the difference
between input and required mass flow rate. During each turn, an initial chamber pressure is
guessed and the computation is carried out all the way through an ion extraction model shown in
Figure 16, where a required flow rate for sustaining such chamber pressure is calculated. This
"required flow rate", shown in blue color in Figure 16 to represent an iterative quantity, is then
compared with the input mass flow rate, and the chamber pressure is updated until the difference
between these two flow rates is less than 0.01 sccm. Decreasing the default tolerance values
could result in increased iteration time or possible non-convergence.
3.3 Solution for Electron Temperature
Computation of electron temperature, as discussed in Section 2.2.1, is done with the use of
Newton's method. Newton's method, written as
x = x - (74)
" "~ f(x, )
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is an iterative process for finding an accurate root of an equation f(x,) = 0 . In this case, the
desired function is derived from the ionization/diffusion relationship seen in Eq. 1:
f(T,)=Vi(T,)- UB(T) (75)def (T,)
In order to prevent convergence to other possible roots, the initial guess is set at 5 eV because the
electron temperature in a typical ion thruster is around the vicinity of 5 eV. Accuracy of
convergence is verified visually with plots similar to Figure 6. Codes for the Newton iteration,
the convergence function and the function derivative are presented in Appendix B.2 through B.4.
3.4 Collision Cross-Section and Maxwellian Rate Coefficient
Although this computation scheme is supposed to work with all kind of propellants, the coded
version is limited to Xenon only. The main limitations are the predefined and temperature-
dependent functions of electron-neutral collision cross-section and Maxwellian rate coefficient
(Appendix B.5 and B.7). These sub-functions are specifically made for Xenon and need to be
replaced if other type of propellant is chosen. The Maxwellian rate coefficient refers to the ratio
between excitation and ionization rate, and it is temperature-dependent. The basis for calculating
the Maxwellian rate coefficient for Xenon is presented in Figure 9, Section 2.2.3. For electron
temperatures above 9 eV, the Maxwellian rate coefficient is approximately equal to the ratio
between first excitation energy and first ionization energy. The source for finding the electron-
neutral scattering cross-section for Xenon is from Figure 7, Section 2.2.2. The data of atomic
cross-sections in Figure 7 are used to calculate the Maxellian-averaged scattering cross-sections.
3.5 Calculation of Thruster Performance
Calculations for ion beam current are made in the sub-function named "Extraction.m" through a
choice of extraction model depending on the level of ion source density. Performance values
such as thrust, specific impulse and electric efficiency are calculated in the main program after
the ion beam current is found in the sub-function. As discussed in Section 3.2, these
performance values are coupled with calculations of plasma properties through the "required
flow rate" and are therefore included in the iterative process. This coupling relationship can be
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found in the flowcharts shown in Figure 15 and 16. As a result, thruster performance is
automatically calculated when the iterations in "RFModel.m" are terminated and the plasma
properties are determined.
In the sub-function "Extraction.m," choices of ion extraction model shown in Figure 16 include
both classical and modified space-charge limited current models. The classical model refers to
the Child-Langmuir space-charge limited law between two parallel plates with applied potential.
This model is rarely used because it implies that the beam current is space-charge limited by the
physical grid spacing; ion density in a typical ion thruster is not high enough to satisfy such
condition. Instead, the modified space-charge limited current model described in Section 2.4.2 is
used most of the time. Nevertheless, both extraction models are included in this sub-function.
Codes for "Extraction.m" are attached in Appendix B.8.
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Figure 15: Flowchart of ICP discharge model in RF_Model.m.
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Figure 16: Flowchart of the ion extraction model.
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Chapter 4
Results
4.1 Overview
Computation results are compared with available experimental data obtained from Busek Co. in
this chapter. These data were generated with varying anode-bias voltages under fixed accelerator
bias of 175 V, flow rate of I sccm Xenon, driving power of 27 W and source frequency of 1.41
MHz. Although separate power supplies were used for ionization and acceleration in the
experiments, the micro thruster in whole does not consume more than 100 W of power. After
validating the computation code, more computation results as well as prediction of thruster
performance are presented. Discussions on the findings are included at the end of the chapter.
4.2 Comparison with Experiments
One set of experimental data of anode current, beam power and utilization efficiency were
provided by Busek Co. During the experiments, measurements on electron density and
temperature were not taken, thus plasma properties calculated by the ICP discharge model cannot
be fully validated. In addition, the temperature of the chamber wall was not measured and is
only estimated between 350 K and 500 K. Since ions and neutrals are assumed to attain wall
temperature in the computation code, a preliminary estimation on the wall temperature must be
made in order to carry out the calculations. Computation results seen in this section, unless
noted, are obtained with the assumption of 400 K wall temperature. The validity of this
assumption will be investigated by examining the sensitivity of the computation result to changes
of wall temperature within the estimated temperature range.
4.2.1 Ion Beam Current
The performance of an ion thruster, such as thrust and specific impulse, can be characterized by
its ion beam current because the accelerated ions carry much more exit momentum than the
escaped neutrals (Eq. 59 to Eq. 67 in Section 2.4.3). However, measuring the ion beam current
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directly is not an easy task; instead, anode current is measured during experiments. Ideally the
anode current is equal to the extracted ion beam current. This condition is not satisfied when
there is significant current being collected at the accelerator grid as the result of ion impingement.
If the accelerator current is observed, then the anode current is equal to the sum of the exit beam
current and the accelerator current as shown in the circuit connection in Figure 12, Section 2.4.1.
The classical Child-Langmuir beam current is plotted in Figure 17 in comparison with the
experimental and the computation results. It is clear that the plasma density in the ionization
chamber is not sufficient to produce the limited ion current calculated by the classical Child-
Langmuir definition. Figure 18 shows the close-up comparison between the experimental and
the theoretical anode currents under a fixed accelerator bias of 175 V. The experimental data,
shown in blue color, are limited at the highest anode bias of 900 V due to the presence of inter-
grid dielectric breakdown. The two small peaks at 600 V and 800 V are deemed experimental
glitches and are not further discussed. The theoretical anode current, shown in red color, is
assumed the same as the beam current and is calculated by the ion extraction model described in
Eq. 51 and Eq. 58. The "shape factor", in Eq. 51 for this thruster configuration takes the value
of 2.5; it is derived by deliberately placing the theoretical current approximately 5% below the
measured value in the anode-bias range between 800 V and 900 V. This shift is included to
account for the experimental observation of electron back-streaming that may cause a slight
over-measurement. Electron back-streaming in this case refers to electrons finding their way
into the circuit through unprotected bolts of the accelerator grid that are exposed to the
downstream electrons. No electron back-streaming through the grids is apparent, because the
potential at the accelerator gird is sufficiently lower than the potential at the external cathode.
Similarity in trends between the experimental and theoretical anode currents can be observed in
Figure 18, which validates the modified Child-Langmuir theory described in Section 2.4.2.
However, some discrepancy is noticed toward the low end of anode-bias voltages (200 V to 400
V). This discrepancy is due to the presence of the accelerator current, caused by low-velocity
and unfocused ions impinging on the accelerator grid. Ion impingement not only impedes
overall extracted beam current, but also dislodges atoms from the surface of the accelerator grid
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and causes grid erosion. The amount of accelerator current collected during the experiments is
shown in Figure 19.
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Figure 18: second comparison between experimental and theoretical anode currents. Theoretical
anode current is obtained by assuming equality with theoretical ion beam current.
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Figure 19: Accelerator currents measured during experiments.
Combining the ion impingement current shown in Figure 19 and the theoretical beam current
from Figure 18, a new theoretical anode current is plotted against experimental values in Figure
20. The theoretical anode current is now within 10% of the experimental values, and the trends
between these two curves are now in good agreement. If the problem of electron back-streaming
is solved, increased accuracy can be expected. It should be noted that the anode current does not
relate to thrust directly; the thruster performance is determined by the extracted ion beam current.
The theoretical anode current shown in Figure 20 is only used to validate the theory with the
experiments; it does not factor in the performance calculation.
The ion extraction model in this case is generally accurate in comparison with the experiments.
Prediction of the beam current, combined with the observable accelerator current, yields a
satisfactory resemblance to the experimental anode current. However, since the "shape factor"
for Eq. 51 is derived from some part of the experimental data, it is desirable to have an additional
set of data to compare with. From the concern of minimizing grid erosion, the operational range
of this thruster configuration is between 675 V and 1075 V inter-grid potentials; below which
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erosion by sputtering becomes significant and above which damages from dielectric breakdown
(sparking) is prominent.
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Figure 20: Final comparison between experimental and theoretical anode currents. Theoretical
anode current is now the sum of theoretical beam current and observed accelerator current.
4.2.2 Beam Power and Utilization Efficiency
Comparisons between experimental and theoretical values for beam power and utilization
efficiencies are shown in Figure 21 and 22, respectively. These experimental values were
calculated in the same trial that generated the data of anode current, therefore the same glitches
at 600 V and 800 V anode bias are observed. Besides these two glitches, an almost perfect
resemblance to the theoretical beam power is found in Figure 21. Since the acceleration system
utilized a different power unit, it is possible that the beam power is higher than the forward
power of 27 W to the RF coil.
Both of the experimental beam power and utilization efficiency were calculated from the anode
current measurements instead of the beam current. As a result, discrepancies toward the left-end
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of the curves are observed in Figure 21 and Figure 22, although the one in Figure 22 is more
obvious. This discrepancy is similar to the one presented in Figure 18 for the reason discussed in
the previous section. Overall, the theory predicts higher propellant utilization with respect to the
total applied potential, which corresponds to the experimental findings. Figure 22 suggests that
within the operational range, it is always better to operate the thruster with the highest possible
accelerating potential in order to minimize propellant loss.
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Figure 21: Comparison between experimental and theoretical beam powers.
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Figure 22: Comparison between experimental and theoretical utilization efficiencies.
4.3 Plasma Properties
4.3.1 Power Loading and Ionization
Although no data are available for comparison, plasma properties are calculated for the same
experiments shown in the previous section for the purpose of general analysis. In Figure 23,
chamber pressure is seen decreasing with respect to increasing extraction voltage under the same
input flow rate. This trend is obvious because the extracted beam current is not purely
production-limited, but rather increases with increasing extraction potential. Particles leaving
the system cause the chamber pressure to decrease as a result. In the same figure, ionization
fraction is also plotted against the extraction voltage and an increasing trend is observed. As
seen in Figure 23, the inverse relationship between ionization fraction and chamber pressure is
plotted in Figure 24 with the condition of constant RF forward power and flow rate. The
relationship between ionization and pressure, however, is not strictly one-to-one because many
factors can alter the chamber pressure. A more meaningful indicator of ionization fraction is
power loading, as shown in Figure 25, in which an almost linear trend between ionization and
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power per unit flow can be observed regardless of chamber pressure. This relationship is not
surprising because electrons having high thermal energy tend to collide with neutrals fast and
frequent, causing high ionization fraction. The direct relationship between electron temperature
and power loading, plotted in Figure 26, is also apparent.
The trend of ionization fraction in Figure 23 can now be explained by the concept of power
loading (power per unit flow) discussed above. As extraction voltage increases, more ions fall
through the screen grid and get accelerated to higher velocity. The results are decreases in the
plasma density and total chamber pressure. With fixed input flow rate and little variation in RF
power absorption, the remaining electrons now attain higher energy per particle and therefore
become more ionizing. The increased ionization fraction does not outweigh the effect of
decreased chamber pressure, thus the plasma density decreases with respect to the extraction
voltage as illustrated in Figure 27. The electron density is calculated in the order of 1018
particles per cubic meter, which seems quite reasonable for an ion thruster. The profile of
electron temperature, ranging from 3 eV to 4 eV, is also plotted in Figure 27. The increasing
trend is directly related to the increased power loading. The calculated values of electron
temperature are also deemed reasonable.
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Figure 23: Chamber pressure and ionization fraction as a function of extraction voltage.
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power, 1.41 MHz and 1 sccm Xenon.
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Figure 25: Example of ionization fraction as a function of power loading. Frequency is 1.41
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Figure 27: Electron temperature and density as functions of extraction voltage. 27 W forward
power, 1.41 MHz, 175 V accelerator bias and 1 sccm Xenon.
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4.3.2 Ion Transparency of the Screen Grid
Ion transparency is calculated from its definition described in Eq. 59 and is plotted as a function
of extraction voltage in Figure 28. Ion transparency does not refer to the actual grid open
fraction, which is 0.38 for the screen grid used in the experiments. It is interesting that the ion
transparency drops below the physical open fraction for anode-bias voltages below 600 V, which
indicates more ions are lost in the grid plate than through the apertures when the applied
potential is low. The maximum ion transparency of 0.58 at 900 V anode bias suggests that the
plasma density is quite sufficient to produce space-charge limited current. If the calculated beam
current yielded an ion transparency above unity, it would mean that it is impossible to obtain
such level of extraction with the available chamber plasma. The beam current in this extreme
case would become purely production limited and would remain at the same level regardless of
the applied potential.
Although the increasing trend of ion transparency with respect to the extraction voltage in Figure
28 seems predictable, ion transparency actually increases through the effect of enlarged plasma
sheath in front of the screen holes. Ions in the chamber do not feel the extraction voltage directly;
instead, they roam around freely and fall into the sheath in front of the screen holes by accident.
Therefore, changes in ion transparency due to applied potential indicate changes in sheath
characteristics (size or shape), which could contradict the assumed constant value of the "shape
factor" that appears in the modified Child-Langmuir theory in Eq. 51, Section 2.4.2. The
concept of shape factor assumes a constant proportionality between the sheath size in front of the
screen hole and the screen grid plate. This assumption may not hold true if the applied potential
deviates from the value at which the shape factor is calculated. The safest approach for using the
simplified 1-D ion extraction model is to define a fixed range of applied potentials, then calculate
the shape factor for best fit to current data. Since the shape factor depends primarily on the
applied potential, other parameters such as flow rate, RF power, or frequency can be varied and
the extraction model would still be valid. For example, a suitable range of applied anode bias for
the Phase I RF micro ion thruster is between 800 V to 900V, where the performance seems to be
the highest.
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Figure 28: Ion transparency of the screen grid. 27 W forward power, 1.41 MHz, 175 V
accelerator bias and I sccm Xenon.
4.4 Thruster Performance
4.4.1 Propulsive Performance
Thrust and specific impulse for the Phase I RF ion thruster are calculated and plotted in Figure
29. Input operating condition is the same as in the experiments: 27 W forward power, 1.41 MHz
frequency, 175 V accelerator-bias potential, 0.305 mm grid spacing and 1 sccm Xenon. As
shown in Figure 29, the maximum performance occurs at the highest possible applied potential,
where thrust is about 2 milli-Newton and specific impulse reaches above 2000 seconds. Total
power consumption at this operating point is approximately 73 W (27 W for RF generator, 36 W
for ion beam and 10 W for neutralizer). The maximum thruster performance is limited by inter-
grid dielectric breakdown, and the breakdown limit is calculated as 3.52 x 106 V/m. If the grid
spacing is relaxed to 0.4 mm, the maximum allowable total potential becomes 1410 V, under
which thrust and Isp can be increased to 2.66 mN and 2800 sec, respectively. The performance
can also be improved with the addition of a third or even fourth acceleration grid rather than
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adjusting grid spacing. However, grid addition increases structure complexity and may not be
necessary for thrusters of such small scale.
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Figure 29: Propulsive performance of the Phase I RF ion thruster.
Figure 30 relates the propulsive performance to the RF forward power and it is apparent that
higher forward power would generate higher thrust for a fixed beam power. The available
forward power is controlled by the RF generator and therefore there exists an obvious limitation.
Under a fixed beam power, the improvement in thrust from increasing RF power is the result of
increased plasma density, which decreases the sheath size and increases the level of space-charge
limited beam current. Consideration in constant beam power is not very meaningful because
usually total power is the one being limited.
In the case of limited total power, diverting more power into the RF coil is a very inefficient way
for generating thrust. Power should be concentrated on accelerating the beam ions in order to
maximize the performance. Figure 31 shows the effect of power distribution on the thrust
performance (neutralizer not included in the total power). For a fixed total power, diverting as
much power as possible to acceleration instead of ionization would produce the highest thrust.
For example, if the total power is 50 W, distributing only 20 W to the RF circuit yields the best
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performance of 1.7 mN. Caution should be exercised in minimizing the RF forward power as
lack of ionization power would result in insufficient plasma production, which can cause
premature ion beam saturation. Calculations show that ion beam saturation is reached at forward
power less than 14 W for the operating condition of 1.41 MHz, 1 sccm Xenon and 1075
(maximum) inter-grid potential. This value can be further reduced with the improvement in
impedance matching since a large portion of the 14 W forward power is not absorbed by the
plasma.
The effect of flow rate on the thrust performance was also investigated. Figure 32 demonstrates
the thrust advantage of having high flow rate. Increasing flow rate increases thrust by two means:
first is by pushing more neutral particles out of the chamber, and second by increasing the ion
density in the chamber and thus shortening the effective spacing for producing the space-charge
limited beam current. Jettisoning slow neutrals is a poor way for generating thrust because it
lowers propellant utilization and penalizes specific impulse. Figure 32 also shows that although
the extractable ion beam current is automatically saturated with the applied potential, the level of
saturation can still vary depending on the flow rate. This change in saturation level is related to
the shortening of the effective distance, mainly the parameter pl, , in Eq. 51, Section 2.4.2. As
the flow rate increases, the ion density increases and the sheath size decreases. The end result is
an increased level of extractable beam current according to the modified Child-Langmuir theory.
More on the effect of flow rate on the thruster performance can be found in the next section.
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Figure 30: Thrust performance with respect to RF forward power. Colored lines represent
constant RF forward power but variable total power. I sccm Xenon and 1.41 MHz.
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Figure 31: Effect of power distribution on thrust performance. Colored lines represent constant
RF forward power but variable total power. I sccm Xenon and 1.41 MHz.
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4.4.2 Efficiency and Performance Map
Electrical efficiency and production cost are calculated and plotted in Figure 33. The definition
of electrical efficiency can be found in Section 2.4.4. In Figure 33, a maximum electrical
efficiency of 0.57 is observed at the highest applied potential, where the energy cost is at the
lowest value of 685 V per beam ion. This ion production cost is quite high compared to the
German RIT-XT RF ion thruster, which requires less than 300 V of ion production energy [4].
The low efficiency and high production cost are mainly the result of poor coupling between the
RF generator and the plasma; only about 50% of forward power is delivered to the plasma. The
ion production cost is plotted with respect to specific impulse in Figure 34. The production cost
decreases with increasing thrust and specific impulse; this is a general characteristic of an ion
thruster.
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Figure 33: Efficiency parameters of the Phase I RF ion thruster. 1 sccm Xenon and 1.41 MHz.
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Figure 34: Ion production cost as a function of Isp. 1 seem Xenon and 1.41 MHz.
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Two performance maps are shown in Figures 35 and 36 to illustrate the fundamental tradeoff
between electrical efficiency and propellant utilization. From Figure 35, if electrical efficiency
is chosen for optimization, then the highest level of flow rate and applied acceleration potential
are required. These conditions would also produce the highest thrust but a huge penalty in
propellant utilization becomes inevitable. Generally increasing the flow rate increases not only
thrust but also the escape rate of neutral particles, which results in a decrease of propellant
utilization. Choosing which aspect to optimize is difficult because obviously it depends on the
mission type. If the mission requires higher propulsive performance and is less strict on the
propellant quantity, then optimizing electrical efficiency seems a good choice. If the wet mass of
the spacecraft is the main design consideration, then perhaps optimizing propellant utilization is
a more reasonable way. A balance point can be observed on the intersection of 0.7 sccm flow
rate and 900 V anode bias. At this point, the electrical efficiency is 53%, just slightly below the
obtainable maximum. The utilization efficiency of 0.69 at this operating point is quite
satisfactory, considering 1.7 mN of thrust can be generated.
Figure 36 shows performance map B where the ion production cost is presented. The steep
climb in the production cost above 0.7 utilization efficiency is very similar to the performance
characteristics of a typical DC ion thruster. Changes in utilization efficiency in Figure 36 are
generated with varying flow rates. When flow rate is reduced, utilization efficiency goes up, but
the total ion beam current decreases because fewer ions are produced. As a result, the ratio
between forward power and beam current (the production cost) increases.
As discussed in the previous section, minimizing the RF forward power for a fixed total power
minimizes the production cost and maximizes the electrical efficiency. However, Figure 36
illustrates that solely minimizing RF power would decrease the power loading to the plasma and
hence decreases ionization and propellant utilization. Optimization of both electrical efficiency
and utilization therefore involves both minimizing the RF power and maximizing the power
loading with the minimum acceptable flow rate. In Figure 36, intersections of 0.7 sccm - 27 W
and 0.7 sccm - 15 W curves can be considered as optimum design locations. The calculated
performance results for these design points are listed in Table 1. Notice the driving frequency is
not optimized.
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Figure 35: Performance map A of the RF ion thruster. Colored lines represent constant anode-
bias potentials. Theoretical values with 27 W forward power and 1.41 MHz. Frequency not
optimized.
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Figure 36: Performance map B of the RF ion thruster. Colored lines represent constant RF
power. Theoretical values with 900 V anode bias and 175 V accelerator bias. 1.41 MHz
frequency not optimized.
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Table 1: Performance results of optimum design points from performance map B.
0.7 seem - 27 W forward power 0.7 seem - 15 W forward power
Electrical Efficiency 0.53 0.63
Utilization Efficiency 0.69 0.58
Thrust * 1.69 mN 1.44 mN
Estimated Total Power ' 72 W 56 W
900 V anode bias and175 V accelerator bias. 1.41 MHz frequency not optimized.
Assumes 10 W neutralizer power, 90% DC/RF conversion efficiency and 1 W accelerator
power loss.
4.4.3 Performance Comparison with DC Ion Thruster
Overall performance of the Phase I RF ion thruster can be compared with the miniature Xenon
ion thruster (MiXI) developed by JPL, shown in Figure 37. Both thrusters are compact with grid
diameter of 3 cm and can produce thrust in the range of milli-Newtons. MiXI is a 100 W
Kaufman-type DC ion thruster with ring-cusp applied magnetic field, and it was designed for
optimum performance [22, 23]. Since MiXI is very similar to the Phase I RF ion thruster in
every aspect, it is a good subject for performance comparison. The comparison is shown in
Table 2 below. The performance of the RF ion thruster changes with different operating
conditions and its utilization efficiency is able to reach above 0.7 as shown in Table I in the
previous section. Thrust would decrease if higher utilization efficiency were desired.
Efficiency comparison between the two thrusters is shown in Figure 38. In nominal operations
MiXI wins this comparison with much lower ion production cost. However, the RF micro ion
thruster has its potential. If assuming 100% power delivery (perfect coupling) from the RF
generator, the RF thruster requires much less energy to produce a beam ion and the general
tradeoff between efficiency and utilization diminishes. Of course, obtaining perfect coupling is
difficult, if not impossible. Nevertheless, an 80% coupling efficiency should at least bring the
RF ion thruster within a very competitive range of operation compared to a DC ion thruster.
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Figure 37: MiXI 3cm ion thruster by JPL [23].
Table 2: Comparison between the Phase 1 RF thruster and MiXI [22, 23].
Phase I RF ion thruster MiXI
Thrust 2 mN * 1- 5 mN
Isp 2100 sec t 1700 - 3200 sec
Total Power Consumption 77 W 100 W
Propellant Utilization 0.55 > 0.75
Applied Magnetic Field None Permanent Magnet
* The thruster is operated with 27 W RF forward power and 1 sccm Xenon flow.
Applied potentials include 900 V anode bias and 175 V accelerator bias.
** Assumes 10 W neutralizer power, 90% DC/RF power conversion efficiency of the generator
and I W accelerator power loss.
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Figure 38: Efficiency comparison between the Phase 1 RF thruster and MiXI. Theoretical values
with I sccm Xenon. 1.41 MHz driving frequency not optimized.
It is also noticed in Figure 38 that during nominal operations, the coupling efficiency decreases
as the propellant utilization increases, which is the main reason for the high ion production costs.
In other words, the RF coupling degrades when the flow rate is reduced. This phenomenon was
also observed in the experiments, shown in Figure 42 in Section 4.6, as flow rates under I scem
could induce large increases in the reflected power. The decrease in coupling efficiency is the
result of reduced plasma density, hence the reduced plasma resistance and resistive power
consumption.
4.5 Effect of Wall Temperature
Chamber wall temperature of 400 K is assumed in the computation code since no measurement
data are available. This particular value was estimated by the experimenters and should not to be
taken as exact. Due to this uncertainty, it is necessary to investigate how changes of wall
temperature can affect the outcome of computation. Figure 39 and 40 demonstrate the
performance results with different wall temperature that is 100 K away from the estimated value.
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No significant effect is observed, which indicates that the computation results are not sensitive to
changes of wall temperature within a small range.
Decreases in performance, although subtle, are associated with increasing wall temperature as
shown in Figure 39 and 40. The reduction of performance is essentially caused by the
assumption of neutrals being thermalized with the wall. Because hotter neutrals are more
energetic and can escape from the chamber more easily than cold neutrals, it is no mystery that
the utilization efficiency is low with a hot wall. In the same process, the escaped neutrals
decrease the density of the chamber plasma as shown in Figure 41. Thrust and specific impulse
are also affected negatively as more neutrals escape. However, these reductions are not very
apparent since the escaped neutrals (hot or cold) carry relatively low velocity and momentum
compared to the accelerated ions.
The conclusion is that even though cooling the chamber wall can help retain the neutrals and
therefore improve the performance by some fraction, it is not worth the extra design complexity.
It is interesting that one would expect a different result for a classical DC ion thruster. In a DC
ion thruster, the decreasing utilization efficiency associated with increasing wall temperature is
rather significant because the utilization suffers not only from the escaped hot neutrals, but also
from the decreased ionization fraction. As more neutrals escape, more primary electrons are lost
to the anode without ionizing. Without the usage of primary electrons, an RF ion thruster
definitely possesses an advantage when concerning energetic neutrals.
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Figure 39: Effect of wall temperature on thrust performance.
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Figure 40: Effect of wall temperature on propellant utilization.
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4.6 Effect of Driving Frequency
The properties of circuit elements seen in the computation code are calculated with the use of the
experimental data presented in Figure 42. From the experiments, it was concluded that
impedance matching can almost be achieved (minimum reflected power of 5%) with1.68 MHz
driving frequency and fixed capacitance of 30,000 pF. The matching condition is sustained
above 1 sccm Xenon flow. The data of minimum power reflection shown in Figure 42 are a little
misleading, because a large portion of the non-reflected power is consumed by the capacitor and
the coil instead of the plasma. Therefore, even though the matching frequency of 1.68 MHz
guarantees maximum power delivery to the resistive loads, it does not necessarily guarantee
maximum power delivery to the plasma because the resistive loads in this case consist of the RF
coil, the plasma and the internal resistance of the capacitor.
In Figure 42, the rises of reflected power under low flow rates are caused by rapid decreases in
plasma resistance and power absorption. This phenomenon was also discussed at the end of
Section 4.4. Although the computation code can simulate the reduced power absorption
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associated with the decreasing flow rates, it cannot produce the steep rises of the reflected power
as seen in Figure 42. One concern is the absence of Coulomb collision frequency in the collision
model, which could become significant when the pressure is decreased and the ionization
fraction is increased. However, computations confirmed that the Coulomb collision frequency is
always 4-10 times lower than the dominant electron-neutral scattering frequency. Failure to
reproduce the rise of reflected powers in low flow rates is puzzling, and it obviously requires
future work for clarification. Errors on the calculation of the reflected power, Eq. 49 in Section
2.3.2, are speculated. Nevertheless, the calculation of the absorbed power should be accurate
enough to characterize the properties of the plasma.
As mentioned before, the maximum power delivery to the plasma does not necessarily occur at
the matching frequency because power is consumed by other circuit elements as well.
Distribution of power consumption among the circuit elements changes with respect to the
frequency; therefore, predicting the optimum driving frequency for plasma power absorption is
difficult. Figure 43 shows the computed percentage of the forward power being absorbed by the
plasma, and the maximum power absorption actually occurs at 1.84 MHz, a little higher than the
matching frequency of 1.68 MHz. This phenomenon suggests that even though the total power
consumption by all the circuit elements decreases (because power reflection increases) when the
frequency is increased from 1.68 MHz to 1.84 MHz, the shift in power distribution actually
causes an increase of deliverable power to the plasma. Such shift in power distribution depends
on the plasma resistance, which generally increases with increasing frequency. However, if the
frequency is increased further to 2.06 MHz, the plasma resistance becomes too high and the
power distribution shifts to other circuit elements. As a result, the absorbable power decreases.
High level of power absorption is desirable because an increase in power loading increases the
ionization fraction and hence the thruster performance. The computed result, plotted in Figure
44, is maximized ion beam current at the optimum frequency of 1.84 MHz under a given applied
potential.
It can also be observed in Figure 43 that increasing acceleration potential decreases not only
chamber pressure and plasma density (discussed in Section 4.3.1), but also power absorption by
the plasma. This result resembles to the rises of the reflected power shown in Figure 42 when
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the plasma density is reduced. Because less plasma is present, power absorption decreases and
power reflection increases. Notice in Figure 43 the power absorption at the optimum frequency
decreases from a high percentage of 78% to a moderate 62% as the applied potential increases
toward the maximum. This observation demonstrates that, if the plasma density is sufficient,
good coupling efficiency is indeed possible with the use of optimum frequency.
Combining the optimum frequency of 1.84 MHz and the optimum design points found in the two
performance maps, Figures 35 and 36, a comparison is made with the performance using
optimum design points but non-optimum frequency (1.41 MHz). This comparison is shown in
Table 3. Notice that the low power absorptions seen in Table 3 are the result of low flow rates.
It is observed from Table 3 that operating with the optimum frequency can improve the power
absorption by approximately 10%. The improvements in efficiency and propulsive performance
are not as great, which indicates that the increase in plasma density facilitates higher ion
extraction to only a limited extent. Therefore, choosing whether or not to optimize the frequency
for improving the performance depends more on the restrictions of the power unit.
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Figure 42: Experimental data on impedance matching. Plasma load is present. 30 W forward
power and no extraction potential.
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Table 3: Performance comparison between optimized and non-optimized driving frequency.
Xenon Flow Rate 0.7 sccm
Forward Power 27 W 15 W
Frequency 1.41 MHz 1.84 MHz 1.41 MHz 1.84 MHz
Power Absorption 33% 42% 35% 47%
Electrical Efficiency 0.53 0.56 0.63 0.66
Utilization Efficiency 0.69 0.78 0.58 0.65
Thrust 1.70 mN 1.91 mN 1.44 mN 1.60 mN
Required Total Power * 72 W 74 W 54 W 57 W
900 V anode bias and175 V accelerator bias.
Assumes 10 W neutralizer power, 90% DC/RF conversion efficiency and 1 W accelerator
power loss.
4.7 Discussion
It is unfortunate that the experimental results provided by Busek Co. are solely performance data
and therefore can only be used to validate the ion extraction model. Although the calculations of
ion density can demonstrate whether or not the plasma production is sufficient for generating the
computed beam current, the actual value of ion density cannot be verified because it is not
measured during the experiments. The calculations of electron temperature seem to be within
reasonable ranges, but they are not verified either due to the same reason. Because of this lack of
actual measurements, further refinement on the ICP discharge model is not possible. In addition,
the steep increase of reflected power for flow rates below 0.7 sccm, observed in experiments and
shown in Figure 42, cannot be correctly predicted by the computation. Discussion on this
problem can be found in Section 4.6. Caution should be exercised when running the code with
low flow rates.
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Chapter 5
Summary
5.1 ICP Discharge Model
The global ICP discharge model developed from particle and energy balance equations yields
satisfactory results. The calculated values of electron temperature (< 5 eV) and density
(1017~1018 ions/m 3) correspond to the usual values for a typical DC ion thruster. The general
ionization fraction is below 4%, which is also similar to the one in a DC ion thruster. The
validity of the transformer model used for calculating plasma power absorption is not verified,
due to the lack of density measurements. However, the idea of using a transformer model in an
ICP discharge has been around for some time without being challenged; it should bear some
degree of accuracy. The radial non-uniformity of an ICP discharge is not considered in this
global model, but should have minimum impact on the propulsive performance as long as the
averaged density is sufficient for producing the modified Child-Langmuir beam current.
Nevertheless, future work on modeling ICP discharges would have to include the effect of non-
uniformity for more accurate simulation of the plasma properties.
5.2 Ion Extraction Model
The 1 -D ion extraction model developed from the concept of the modified Child-Langmuir
theory is simple and easily understood. It has been partially validated with the experimental data,
and its accuracy would increase if more experimental data were given. The concept of using an
effective spacing for calculating the space-charge limited current is not new, but its calculation
varies with publications. The use of a shape factor to describe the effective distance between the
plasma sheath and the screen grid is based on crude assumptions. Nevertheless, the
computations demonstrate satisfactory results.
Special attention must be paid when using the 1-D extraction model. It is emphasized in Section
2.4.1 that if the ratio between grid spacing and screen aperture diameter is less than 0.6, the
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characteristics of ion extraction become complicated and the extractable current can reach
beyond the space-charge limitation. For such condition, the simplified I -D ion extraction model
is invalid. This restriction does not apply to micro ion thrusters because the screen holes used
are usually small, with aperture diameter in the range of a few microns. The normalized spacing
limit of 0.6 is difficult to break because grids with spacing in this scale are very susceptible to
dielectric breakdowns. However, if the dimensions of the thruster are increased with increased
screen aperture size, than it is possible to place grids more closely together for extracting more
ion current. In this case, the 1 -D extraction model would underestimate the beam current and
therefore cannot be used.
5.3 Performance Characteristics of a RF Ion Thruster
It is shown in Chapter 4 that the performance characteristics of an inductively-coupled RF ion
thruster resemble to the ones of a bombardment-type DC ion thruster. For the 3 cm diameter RF
ion thruster used in the Phase 1 experiments, the thrust is in the range of milli-newtons and the
specific impulse can easily reach above 2000 seconds. The calculated electrical efficiency
ranges from 0.53 to 0.68, and the propellant utilization ranges from 0.58 to 0.78. Performance in
nominal operations can be improved by optimizing the driving frequency and by better
impedance matching. Total power consumption in general is below 80 W, which is very good
for the listed performance. In comparison with a DC ion thruster of same scale, the RF thruster
requires more energy to produce a beam ion and therefore is less efficient. However, it is
observed that if the coupling efficiency can be improved beyond 80%, the RF thruster can
outperform its counterpart in the efficiency category. In addition, as the coupling efficiency
improves, the usually-inevitable tradeoff between electrical and utilization efficiency diminishes,
because the usually increase of ion production cost near full utilization is entirely due to the
degraded coupling.
5.4 Sources of Error
It is apparent that the computation code is susceptible to potential errors without validation from
sufficient experimental data. The code is modified to the author's best ability with the use of
available data, but there are still theories that require verification; for example, the global ICP
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discharge model used for calculating the electron temperature and density. In addition to the
transformer model, calculations of circuit element properties made from the measurements of
reflected power are not 100% reliable as the second reflection wave is not considered.
Discussion on this uncertainty can also be found in Section 2.3.2. Non-convergence during the
calculations is rarely observed, although it does appear. The source of this type of error is
unknown. Input of flow rate for this code is limited above 0.3 sccm by the initial guess of
chamber pressure. As discussed in Section 4.7, results obtained from flow rates below 0.7 sccm
might not be accurate.
5.5 Conclusion
Although the zero-th order global model does not fully describe the plasma properties in an ICP
discharge, it does capture some essential characteristics of such discharge. The effect of
coupling efficiency on thruster efficiencies is reproduced and is deemed very significant as better
coupling can achieve both better electrical and utilization efficiency. From the comparison
between the miniature RF and DC ion thrusters, it is observed that the performance advantage of
a RF ion thruster exists only when the coupling efficiency is high. It is also concluded that
optimizing frequency can increase power absorption and ionization tremendously. The
propulsive performance cannot be greatly improved by utilizing the optimum frequency because
the increased plasma density has a limited effect on increasing the maximum extractable ion
beam current.
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Appendix A
Manual for MATLAB Computation Codes
To execute the computation code, simply type in the function name and the input parameters in
the MATLAB command window as follows:
RFModel (flow rate, wall temperature, power, frequency, anode bias, accelerator bias)
The units:
1) Flow rate: sccm
2) Wall temperature: Kelvin
3) Power: Watts
4) Frequency: Mega-Hz
5) Anode bias: Volts
6) Accelerator bias: Volts
Example:
RFModel(l, 400, 27, 1.41, 900, 175)
Operation parameters in RFModel.m are predefined for the configuration of:
1) 30 mm diameter and 30 mm length discharge chamber
2) 2-turn coil with approximate 0.02 Ohms coil resistance
3) 30,000 pF capacitor in the matching network with 0.3 Ohms ESR
4) 10 Ohms line impedance
5) 300 micron screen and 200 micron accelerator grid with 0.012" spacing
6) 0.38 screen transparency and 0.17 accelerator transparency with total of 3650 grid holes
For other thruster configurations, these values can be easily updated in the first block of
RFModel.m.
The second block in RFModel.m deals with propellant properties. Default propellant choice is
Xenon with properties of:
1) 131.3 g/mole molecular mass
2) 12.1 eV first ionization energy
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3) 10.2 eV first excitation energy
4) 3.63e-20 m2 ionization cross-section coefficient.
For other propellant choices, these data will need to be updated in RFModel.m before execution.
In addition, sub-functions regarding collision cross-section and Maxwellian rate coefficient will
need to be modified or replaced if other type of propellant is used because these temperature-
dependent sub-functions are written specifically for Xenon. It is recommended that the code is
used for Xenon only.
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Appendix B
MATLAB Computation Codes
B.1 RFModel.m (Executable File)
function RF Model(flow rate, walltemperature, power, frequency, Anodebias, Accelerator bias)
% This is a I-D performance model for a radio-frequency micro ion thruster
%0 Devxeloped by Michael Tsay at MIT Space Propulsion Lab on 04 12 2005
00 Final v ersion was LUpdated on 04 ,11 2006
o. lUnits of Function
flow rate
% wall ternperat Lire
pow er
%freqluency
% Anode bias
o Accelerator bias
InpLIts:
- [sccm], propellant volime flow rate
- [K], wxall temperatire of the chamber
- [\]. rms RF power
- [MHz], RE freqLuency
- [V]. anode-cathode voltage
[V]. anode-accelerator voltage
global e epsilon ( mu 0 V i_ ex Q-in sigra lambda i Di
global OD R I I c N I I S t s da N holes
global in i m e sigmna nIu en delta i i-mu i n n
o Operation \.ariables and Nomenclature
0 )0 4) 1,0( ) o) 0) 0 1) 0 ') 0 0 00 0o 0 ' 4) o4) 0 04) )04 04 4) l of) 00,),) o 4 0 4o 0, 04 04 4 0 (Y 0 0,o)4)  0 0) 0) (4 0) 0 1 0) ) ,() 0"o ) 0 0 ,40) ) 4 ) 4 4 4 ) 4 ) 4 ) 4 4 4 4 4 ) ) 0) 004 04 4 0) 044 ()0 0~ )) 0) o) 4o 0 0 0. 4, 4 ) 0'1 4 04) 4)0 ) 4) 4 0 10 4
o ID - [n], chanber inner diamter
0 OD - [n]. chamber outer diamter
0 - [i], chamber length
)I - [in], length of coil
o N - numniber of tuirns of the cotl
o P rf - [W], RF source power
o f - [iz]. frequency
OC - [f] capacitance of the matching network
oT w - [K], wx all temnperatlire (estimated f'rotn experiment)
" LI s - [n], screen apertLire size
La - [mn], accelerator apertire size
phi _ - phy sical sreen grid transparency
phi a - physical accelerator grLid transparenc\
- [m]. grid seperation distance
- [m] screen grid thickness
o N holes - nunber of grid holes
o R c - [Ohm]. resistance of coil
"o ESR - [Ohn . ELquivalent Series Resistance of capacitor
00 Z 0 - [Ohm], Charactertstic impedance of lines
ID = 30e-3;
OD = 33e-3;
1= 30e-3;
Ic = 9.52e-3; o 3 8 inches
N = 2;
P-rf = power;
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f= frequency*Ie6;
C = 30000e-12;
T_w = walltemperature;
d_s = 300e-6; o 300 microns
d_a = 200e-6; % 20)0 microns
phi-s = 0.3791;
phi-a = 0.1685;
Ig - 0.305e-3; 1 0.0 12 inches
t_s =200e-6;
N_holes = 3650;
R_c 0.02;
ESR 0.3;
Z_0 10;
(1 t) 0 40 , t) 4 0 4) 1 f0 ) 4 )0 1 f4 0 0 014 0 0 )) ) 1 4 ) ) 0) o 0) 4 )0 0 0 0 0 1 4) '44)0, 4)414))))0 0 0 0 4)
1 1 11 ,0 0 0 1 0 0 0 4 0 ) 0) 0 ) 010 00 1400 0 0 '01) ) 0 ))
SPropellnt i nputs (Xenon)
0f 04 10 ) 00 ) 0 0 0)0140 0 ) ( 1 4ff)0 ) 4) 1,1 04 ( 4 00 40 00 0 0 4 0 ) 0
ff0I , )4 ) , ) ' 1) 1 4 ) 0 ,40) 0 f0 0 0 01) 0 '4 4 0 40) 0 0 4 4 0 44 0 4) 11 0f 0f 00
M - [g olC], molecular Inass
V i - [V), irst inization eneryv
V ex - [V], first excitaion elergk
s>igIa 0 - .2], ionizalion cross-section coefficient
M = 131.3;
V-i = 12.1;
V ex = 10.2;
sigma 0 = 3.63e-20;
0 0 44 ') (4 0 4 4; 1)04 4 4 ) 4 1) )) 4 t )0 0 4) I) 14 )0 04 4 4)0(0)0 0 4 0 44 0 04 0 4 )1 44 0 ) 44 0 4 0 4 4 0 ) 0 ) 44 (4 0 4' 4) 
) 44 ) 4 44 4 ) 4 4) ) 4) 4 ) 4 ) 44 4 4 44 ) 4 44 ) ) ) 4) 0 0) ) 0 10 f1 1 4) 1) 0144040 0 (1 40 0 4) ) , 0 1) 04 4 04 0 44 44 4 0
"I Unvesal Conistantis
0)4 4 44)) 0 ) 0 ) 0 1 1 ()0 4) A 4 4 )) ) ) 4)4 44) (10) ) ) 4) ) 0 0 4 0 4 0 4 0 0 0 0 (1 0l 04) ) 0
4) 4 14 1') 0 ) ) ) 4 4) 0 (1 1 44) 4 4) ) ') 4 4 4 )') 4) 0 1 14v 1 ) II ) 0 4) 0 1) t) 41 04 0' 44 1) ) 0 () 14) 1) 4)
h = 2*pi* 1.05e-34; " [Js], Pilanck's constant
k = 1.38e-23; "i [. K], Boltzmann's constint
e - 1.6e- 19; f [C 1r [J eV], electron chargeconstant
m_e = 9. 1 e-3 1; '4 [kg] elec rn miSs
mu_0 = 4*pi* 1e-7; 4 [TmI A] permeability of free space
epsilon_0 = 8.85e-12; t4 [C m V], perrnittiit of free space
4 0) ) )4 ) )0 ) 1()( ( )) 1) 4 4 f If )f ') (10 14) 44 0f 4 4) 4 ) 0 ))) 14))) ) f))4))I )) 44 )) (1) 01,)4 0)4444 0) ) 1 )0)  
0 ( - 0 ) )' 0 41)1 44 ) 1) 44 4 ) 4 44 4)) 14 ) 144 )4) 1f o4 44 14) 14)4 1 444) 0
% sume ions and neutrals are thermalized with wall Irnperatire
T i - Tw/1 1594; % [eV], ion temperatLre
T_n = T_w/1 1594; " V [V], netaIfl temperature
m n M/1000/6.022e23; 0 [kg], atom mass
m i m n; )4 [kg], ion mass
R = ID/2; 1) charnber inner radiuos
Q in = 8.28072e-16/sqrt(16*e*T-i/pi/m-i);
% on -neutral Collisin Cross sect ion
tolerance Te = 0.01;
"o toleranic inM electron tem perature iteration
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alpha = 0.0005;
0 initial guess of IoniLzation fraction
tolerance alpha = 0.0005;
o tolerance i ionization fraction iteration
for x = 1:1000
T e0 2;
%'initial gLiCss of electron temperature [eV]
clear mdot
for iter = 1:1000
clear p
p =0.1;
0 initial guess of chamber pressure [mlorr]
clear a
a = 3*flowrate;
for y = 2:1000
mdot(1) = 0;
m dot(2) = 0.05;
o initialize flow, rate [scmi]
if abs(flow rate - mdot(y)) < 0.01
break
end
if (sign(flow rate-mdot(y)) + sign(flow rate-mdot(y-1)))== 0
a = 0.5 *a;
end
p = p + a *(flow rate-m dot(y))/flowrate;
% update chamber pressure
n-n = (p*1e-3*133.32237)/((alpha/(1-alpha))*e*(T-e_0+T i) + e*T-n);
% neutral particle density
n-e = (alpha/(1-alpha))*n n;
1 electron number density
nu in = sqrt(8*e*T i/pi/mi)*n n*Qin;
ion-neutral collison frequency
mu i = e/m i/nu in;
ion mobility
D i =e*Ti/m i/nuin;
% ion diffusion coefficient
lambdai = 1/nn/Qin;
% ion mean free path
" > Plot the profile of ionization rate and diffusion loss rate
Te(l) =0;
n_i(1) =0;
loss(1) = 0;
if flow-rate >= 0.5
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limit = 51;
else
limit = 201;
end
for i=2:limit
Te(i)= (i-1)*0.2;
uB = sqrt(e*Te(i)/m i);
g = Te(i)/(Ti);
h_L = 0.86/sqrt(3 + (12/lambda i) + (0.86*1*uB/pi/g/Di)^2);
h_R = 0.8/sqrt(4 + (R/lambdai) + (0.8*R*uB/2.405/bessel(1,2.405)/g/Di)^2);
d_eff = 0.5*R*l/(R*hL + 1*hR);
n_i(i)= nn*sigma_0*sqrt(8*e*Te(i)/pi/me)*(I+I 2*Te(i)/Vi)*exp(-V i/Te(i));
ionization rite
loss(i) = u B/d eff;
U loss rate
end
T e = Newton-Iteration(1e-10,1e-10,50);
%( sol\ e the ahov e proFile for electron temperature w, Ith Ne1 wtow\ n iteration Le] 1
u B - sqrt(e*T e/m i);
% Bohi velocity
g = T e/T i;
% ratio betw\ een electron and ion temaperature
h L = 0.86/sqrt(3 + (1/2/lambdai) + (0.86*1*uB/pi/g/Di)A2);
nornialized axial sheath edge density
h_R = 0.8/sqrt(4 + (R/lambdai) + (0.8*R*uB/2.405/bessel(1,2.405)/g/D_i)^2);
) norimaized radial sIhath edIe deni
d_eff = 0.5*R*1/(R*hL + *hR);
effective plasia size
A eff = 2*pi*R*(R*h L + l*h_R);
effective area for particlc loss
V eff= d eff*A eff;
effective discharge v olune
Q_en = AvgCS(Te);
Maxwellian electron-neutral mometui tiransfer cross-sctiMon
nu en = sqrt(8*e*T e/pi/m e)*n n*Qen;
o electron-neutral nionmentum transfer coIllision frequercyv
omega = 2*pi*f;
a ng2Ular freqtuecc
sigma = (e^2)*n_e/me/nuen;
electric condictiv ity
D 1/sigma/mu_0;
di fus iv it y
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delta = sqrt(D/omega);
o skin depth
nu i=n *sigma_ O*sqrt(8*e*T e/pi/m e)*(1+2*T_e/V i)*exp(-V iT e);
ionization frequency
00 Calculaite current in the RF coil by a transformer model
if delta >= R
skin = R;
else
skin = delta;
end
[P abs, Z, Ic] = Transformer(skin, omega, P_rf, R c, ESR, C);
00 pow\ er ibsorbed wvithin plasimia
R_xi = Maxwellian ratecoefficient(T e);
O ratio between excitLition work and ionization w\ ork
n e new = (P abs/V eff)/(nu en*3*(m e/mn)*e*(T e-Tn) + niti*(l+R-xi)*e*Vi);
o update ionizition fraction by energy balance
alpha-new = n e new/(n e new + n-n);
0 update ionization fraction
V_total applied = Anodebias + Accelerator-bias;
" applied total potential
[phii, flux_i, J_beam, delta V] = Extraction(h_L, T_e, n_e, V total_applied);
0 calclaLite beanI ciiirent, ion tIraInsparency aid ion t1u x
phi-n = 1/((1/phis) + (1/phi_ a) - 1);
% grid open fraction for neuitral
c_ n = sqrt(8*e*T n/pi/m n);
% man thermial v elocitv for ions and uUtIris
flux n = (c_n*n n)/4*phin*(pi*R^2);
neitrl flux
eta u flux _i/(flux i+fluxn);
"it ui/liztion efficiencyv
m dot(y+l) = mi*J beam/e/eta u;
o required fow rate to sustain dischLIre
m-dot(y+1) = m dot(y+l)*I.0236e7;
coivert flow% rate from ky s to sccm (of Xenon)
end
if abs(T _e - T-eO) <= toleranceTe
break
else
T e_0 = (Te_0 + Te)/2;
end
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end
fprintf(1, 'convergence index = %1.4f \n', abs(alpha-alpha new));
monitor convergence for alpha alpha new
if abs(alpha new - alpha) <= tolerancealpha
break
else
alpha = (alpha + alpha new)/2;
end
end
fprintf('\n');
rho = abs((abs(Z)-Z_0 ) / (abs(Z) + Z-0));
power reflection coefficient
Loss Rate =n e*u B*A eff;
" wall-loss rate of ion due to ambipolI diffusion
V net = Anodebias;
V_beam =V net;
P beam= J beam*V beam;
bemn L pow\er
etap = P beam / (Pbeam + P abs);
% ultimate propulsive efficiency
eta-e = P _beam /(P_ beam + Prf);
% electric efficiency
etaB = Prf / Jbeam;
% [V], energy cost per beam ion production
C_i = sqrt(2*e*Vnet/m i);
"o accelerated ion exlt vekycity
C n =c n;
"l> neutL*1 exit velocity
Thrust = m_i*(J beam/e)*C-i + m n*flux n*C-n;
" [N:, thrust
C = Thrust/(m i*(J beam/e) + m n*flux n);
" [rin s]. exit velocity
Isp = C/9.81;
[sec]. specific impuLlse
fprintf('\n')
fprintf(1, '--------------------------Plasma Properties -------------------------- \n\n);
fprintf(l, 'Electron temperature = %1.2f eV \n', Te);
fprintf(1, 'Average electron density = %1.2d particles/m^3 n',ne);
fprintf(l, 'Power (RMS) absorbed within the plasma = %1.2f W \n', Pabs);
fprintf(l, 'Power reflection = % 1.If percent n', rho*100);
if delta >= R
fprintf(l, 'No dominant skin effect \n');
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else
fprintf(1, 'Skin depth = %1.2f mm \n', delta* 1000);
end
fprintf(1, 'RMS current in the coil = %1.2f A \n', IC);
fprintf(1, 'Wall-loss rate = %1.2d particles/s \n',Loss Rate);
fprintf(1, 'Overall neutral density = % 1.2d particles/m^3 \n',nn);
fprintf(1, 'Ionization fraction = %1.4f \n',alpha);
fprintf(1, 'Total chamber pressure = %1.2f mTorr\n\n', p)
fprintf(1, '---------- --------- Thruster Performance --------------------- \n\n');
fprintf(l, 'Beam current = %1.2f mA \n', Jbeam*1000);
fprintf(1, 'Ion transparency = %1.2f n', phii);
fprintf(l, 'Utilization efficiency = 1.2f \n',etaLi);
fprintf(1, 'Ultimate propulsive efficiency = %1.2f \n', etap);
fprintf(1, 'Electrical efficiency = %1.2f \n', eta e);
fprintf(l, 'Energy cost per beam ion production = %l.2f V\n', etaB);
fprintf(l, 'Beam power = %1.2f W \n', P beam);
fprintf(1, 'Specific impulse = %l.Of seconds \n', Isp);
fprintf(1, 'Thnist = %1.3f milli-Newtons (mN) \n\n', Thrust*1000);
fprintf(1, '----------------- -------------------------- \n\n');
) Plot magnetic field ditffusion and induced electric field
for i = 1:101
r(i) = (i-1)*R/100;
B(i) = mu_0*(N/l)*Ic*(KModulus(r(i)/delta)/KModulus(R/delta))*cos(KPhase(r(i)/delta)-
KPhase(R/delta))/sqrt(2);
E(i) = D*mu 0*(N/l)*I_c/KModulus(R/delta)*(dModulus(r(i)/delta)*cos(KPhase(r(i)/delta)-KPhase(R/delta)) -
dPhase(r(i)/delta)*KModulus(r(i)/delta)*sin(KPhase(r(i)/delta)-KPhase(R/delta)))/sqrt(2);
end
figure
plot(Te,n i,Te,loss,':r')
xlim([0 ceil(T-e)+2])
h = legend('tonization','Diffusion Loss',2);
xlabel('electron temperature [eV]')
ylabel('rate [1 /s]')
title(Computing Plasma Temperature')
figure
subplot(2,2,[1 3]);
plot(r* 1000, B/I e-3);
xlabel('radius from centerline [mm]')
ylabel('Bz, rms magnetic field [mT]')
title('Magnetic Field')
subplot(2,2,[2 4]);
plot(r* 1000, E);
xlabel('radius from centerline [mm]')
ylabel('E_\theta, rms electric field [V/m]')
title('Induced Electric Field')
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B.2 NewtonIteration.m
finction [xO] = newton iteration(delta,epsilon,maxiter)
This is a traditioil New\ ton's iteration method used to So1\ e Te
initial guess is set at Te =
% Input - lelta iS the tolerance ti r x0 (Te)
- epsilon is the t oeranc for the function value fix)
- max iter is the maximum number of iterations
0 - need to develop f and cif functions
x0 = 5;
for iter = 1:1 :maxiter
xl = xO-(f(xO)/df(xO));
error = abs(xl-xO);
relerror = 2*error/(abs(x I)+delta);
x0 xl;
f_final = f(xO);
if (error<delta)l(relerror<delta)|(abs(f final)<epsilon)
break
end
end
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B.3 f.m
function f = f(Te)
% This is the function Used to sol e for Te in the Ne1ton iteration
global R 1 mi Ti mu i e m-e nn sigma_0 lambdai D i V-i
uB = sqrt(e*Te/m i);
g = Te/Ti;
h_L = 0.86/sqrt(3 + (1/2/lambda i) + (0.86**uB/pi/g/Di)A2);
hR = 0.8/sqrt(4 + (R/lambdai) + (0.8*R*u_B/2.405/bessel(1,2.405)/g/Di)A2);
d_eff= 0.5*R*l/(R*h L + 1*hR);
f = n n*sigmao*sqrt(8*e*Te/pi/m-e)*(1+2*Te/Vi)*exp(-V_i/Te) - (uB/deff);
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B.4 df.m
function df = df(Te)
This is the derivat iv e kunction used to S0l e for Te in the New, ton iteration
global R 1 m-i T-i mu i e m e n-n sigma_0 lambda-i D-i V-i
u B = sqrt(e*Te/m i);
g = Te/T_i;
h_L = 0.86/sqrt(3 + (12/lambda i) + (0.86*l*uB/pi/g/Di)^2);
hR = 0.8/sqrt(4 + (R/lambda i) + (0.8*R*uB/2.405/bessel(1,2.405)/g/D_i)^2);
d eff = 0.5*R*t/(R*hL + 1*hR);
duB = 0.5*e/mi/u_B;
dhL = -0.86*0.5/((3 + (1/2/lambda i) +
(0.86*l*uB/pi/g/Di)^2)^1 .5)*2*(0.86*1*uB/pi/g/Di)*(0.86*1/pi/D_i)*(Ti)*((Te*duB-u_B)/(TeA2));
dhR = -0.8*0.5/((4 + (R/lambda i) +
(0.8*R*uB/2.405/bessel(1,2.405)/g/Di)A2)AI .5)*2*(0.8*R*uB/2.405/bessel(1,2.405)/g/D-i)*(0.8*R/2.405/bessel
(1,2.405)/Di)*(T i)*((Te*duB-uB)/(Te^2));
ddeff= -0.5*R*I/((R*hL + l*hR)A2)*(R*dh L +l*dhR);
df = n n*sigmaO*sqrt(8*e/pi/m e)*(0.5/sqrt(Te)*(1+2*Te/V i)*exp(-V_i/Te) + sqrt(Te)*(2/Vi)*exp(-V_i/Te) +
sqrt(Te)*(1+2*Te/V i)*exp(-V_i/Te)*Vi/(TeA2)) - ((d eff*duB - uB*dd eff)/(d-eff^2));
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B.5 Xenon Collision Cross-Sections
AvgCS.m Xe_CS.m
function Q en = Avg_ CS(T e)
% This function calculates the Mvlaxwellian-averaged \alue of electron-neutral collision cross-section for a given
averaged temperature
e - 1.6e-19;
me = 9.le-31;
G(1)=0;
for i= 2:51
x =0.l*(i-1);
G(i) = exp(-(x^2))*(x^5)*XeCS(x*sqrt(2*e*T_e/m e));
T(i-1) = (G(i) + G(i-1))*0.1/2;
end
Q en = 4/3*sum(T);
function Qen = XeCS(Te)
This function extracts data of electron-neutral collision cross-section of a single Xenon atom from a giVen
temperature
% Linear interpolation is used betw een data points
ifT e<0
fprintf(1,'\n');
fprintf(1,'No collision cross-section data \n\n');
end
if T-e == 0
Q en = 0;
end
ifT_e>O&T_e< I
Q_en = T_e*(-18e-20) + 20e-20;
end
if T-e >= I & Te < 2.25
Q_en = ((T e - 1)/(2.25 - 1))*(14e-20 - 2e-20) + 2e-20;
end
if T-e >= 2.5 & T-e < 4
Q_en = ((T-e - 2.5)/(4 - 2.5))*(32e-20 - 14e-20) + 14e-20;
end
if T-e >= 4 & T-e < 6.25
Q_en = ((T-e - 4)/(6.25 - 4))*(40e-20 - 32e-20) + 32e-20;
end
if T-e >- 6.25 & T_ e < 9
Q_en = ((Te - 6.25)/(9 - 6.25))*(37.5e-20 - 40e-20) + 40e-20;
end
if T e >= 9 & Te < 12.25
Q_en = ((T-e - 9)/(12.25 - 9))*(33.5e-20 - 37.5e-20) + 37.5e-20;
end
if T-e >= 12.25 & T_e < 16
Q_en = ((T-e - 12.25)/(16 - 12.25))*(29e-20 - 33.5e-20) + 33.5e-20;
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end
ifT-e >= 16 & T-e < 20.25
Q-en = ((T-e - 16)/(20.25 - 16))*(24.5e-20 - 29e-20) + 29e-20;
end
if T_e >= 20.25 & T e < 25
Q_en = ((T e - 20.25)/(25 - 20.25))*(20e-20 - 24.5e-20) + 24.5e-20;
end
if T e >= 25 & Te < 30.25
Q-en = ((T-e - 25)/(30.25 - 25))*(17e-20 - 20e-20) + 20e-20;
end
ifT e >= 30.25 & T e<36
Q_en = ((T e - 30.25)/(36 - 30.25))*(14.5e-20 - 17e-20) + 17e-20;
end
if T_e >= 36
Q-en = 14.5e-20;
end
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B.6 Transformer.m
function [P_abs,Z,I c] - Transformer(skin, omega, P_rf, R c, ESR, C)
0 This function calculates the pow er absorbed w ithin plasma w ith the Use of a transformer model
% It also returns the total netw\ ork impedance and rms coil cur rent
global muO sigma nu_en OD R N 1 1-c
L c = muO*pi*(OD/2)^2 * NA2 / 1c;
S[I-]. inductance of the coil
R_p = (2*pi*R)/sigma/(l*skin);
o plasma resistance
L_p = muO*pi*(RA2)/l + Rp/nuen;
% plasma inductance
L_m = muO*pi*(RA2)*N/l;
SmutLial inductance
R 2 = (omega^2)*(L_ mA2)*Rp/(R_pA2 + (omega*Lp)A2);
% transformed plasma resistance
L_2 = -((omega)*(L mA2)*Lp/(R_pA2 + (omega*Lp)^2));
% transforimed plasna inductance
ZI = complex((R_c + R_2), (omega*(L c + L_2)));
Z2 = complex(ESR, -1/omega/C);
Z = ZI*Z2/(Z1+Z2);
total impedance
V s = sqrt(Prf*abs(Z)/cos(phase(Z)));
%) rms source Voltage
I_c = Vs/abs(Z1);
rms Coil current
P_coil = (Ic)A2 * (R c);
rms pow er dissipation in the coil
P abs = (l_ c)^2 * (R 2);
0 rms pow er absorbed w ithin the plasma
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B.7 Maxwellianratecoefficient.m
function Rxi = Maxwellianratecoefficient(T e)
This function e\tracts 'vixwkel\ lin rale coefficient data for Xenon for a given electron temiperature.
It also calculates the ratio betwveen excitation and ionization rate coeticieni.
Linear interpolation is used between data points.
global mu-i T i V-i V-ex e me delta
if T_e < I
fprintf(1,'Electron temperature too low, not practical\n');
fprintf(1,'No Maxwellian collision rate coefficient data\n\n');
break
end
if Te >= 9
R xi = (V ex/V i)*1;
break
end
if T-e >= 1 & T_e < 1.5
c_sigma ex = ((Te - 1)/0.5)*(5.2e-17 - 6e-19) + 6e-19;
c-sigma-i = ((Te - 1)/0.5)*(1.5e-17 - 1.5e-19) + 1.5e-19;
end
if T-e >= 1.5 & T e < 2
c_sigma ex = ((T e - 1.5)/0.5)*(4e-16- 5.2e-17) + 5.2e-17;
c-sigma-i = ((T_ e - 1.5)/0.5)*(1.5e-16 - 1.5e-17) + 1.5e-17;
end
if T-e >= 2 & T_e < 2.5
c_sigma ex = ((Te - 2)/0.5)*(1.2e-15 - 4e-16) + 4e-16;
c-sigma-i = ((Te - 2)/0.5)*(5e-16 - 1.5e-16) + 1.5e-16;
end
if T-e >= 2.5 & T_e < 3
c_sigma ex = ((Te - 2.5)/0.5)*(3e-15 - 1.2e-15) + 1.2e-15;
c-sigma-i = ((T e - 2.5)/0.5)*(1.2e-15 - 5e-16) + 5e-16;
end
if T e >= 3 & T e < 3.5
c sigma-ex = ((Te - 3)/0.5)*(5e-15 - 3e-15) + 3e-15;
C sigma i = ((T-e - 3)/0.5)*(2e-15 - 1.2e-15) + 1.2e-15;
end
if T-e >= 3.5 & T-e < 4
c_sigma ex = ((T e - 3.5)/0.5)*(8e-15 - 5e-15) + 5e-15;
c_sigmai = ((Te - 3.5)/0.5)*(3.5e-15 - 2e-15) + 2e-15;
end
ifT_e>=4& T_e<4.5
c_sigmaex = ((Te - 4)/0.5)*(1.1e-14 - 8e-15) + 8e-15;
c_sigma-i = ((Te - 4)/0.5)*(6e-15 - 3e-15) + 3e-15;
end
if T_e >= 4.5 & T_e < 5
c_sigma-ex = ((T_e - 4.5)/0.5)*(1.3e-14 - 1.le-14) + 1.le-14;
c_sigmai = ((T e - 4.5)/0.5)*(8.5e-15 - 6e-15) + 6e-15;
end
ifT-e >= 5 & T_e < 5.5
c_sigma-ex = ((T-e - 5)/0.5)*(1.7e-14 - 1.3e-14) + 1.3e-14;
c-sigma i = ((T _e - 5)/0.5)*(Ie-14 - 8.5e-15) + 8.5e-15;
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end
if T-e >= 5.5 & T-e < 6
c_sigma ex = ((Te - 5.5)/0.5)*(2e-14 - 1.7e-14) + 1.7e-14;
c_sigma i = ((T e - 5.5)/0.5)*(1.4e-14 - le-14) + le-14;
end
if T_e >= 6 & T-e < 6.5
c sigma ex = ((Te - 6)/0.5)*(2.5e-14 - 2e-14) + 2e-14;
c_sigma i = ((T-e - 6)/0.5)*(1.8e-14 - 1.4e-14) + 1.4e-14;
end
if T_e >= 6.5 & T_e < 7
c_sigma ex = ((Te - 6.5)/0.5)*(3e-14 - 2.5e-14) + 2.5e-14;
c_sigma i = ((T-e - 6.5)/0.5)*(2e-14 - 1.8e-14) + 1.8e-14;
end
if T-e >= 7 & T e < 7.5
c sigma ex = ((T e - 7)/0.5)*(3.le-14 - 3e-14) + 3e-14;
c sigma i = ((T e - 7)/0.5)*(2.3e-14 - 2e-14) + 2e-14;
end
if T e >= 7.5 & T e < 8
c sigma-ex = ((T_e - 7.5)/0.5)*(3.2e-14 - 3.1e-14) + 3.le-14;
c_sigma i = ((Te - 7.5)/0.5)*(2.8e-14 - 2.3e-14) + 2.3e-14;
end
if T-e >= 8 & T-e < 8.5
c sigma ex = ((Te - 8)/0.5)*(3.8e-14 - 3.2e-14) + 3.2e-14;
c sigmai = ((T-e - 8)/0.5)*(3.5e-14 - 2.8e-14) + 2.8e-14;
end
if T-e >= 8.5 & T_e < 9
c sigma ex = ((Te - 8.5)/0.5)*(4e-14 - 3.8e-14) + 3.8e-14;
c sigma i = ((Te - 8.5)/0.5)*(3.9e-14 - 3.5e-14) + 3.5e-14;
end
R-xi = (V_ex*c_sigma ex)/(V_i*c sigmai);
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B.8 Extraction.m
function [phiiflux_iJ_beam, deltaV] = Extraction(hL, T_e, ne, V_totalapplied)
% This function calculites ion beam currenut with the use of either classical or modified
0', pace-chare limited current model
global e epsilon 0 mi me Ig is t_s d_a N_holes R
u_B sqrt(e*T_e/m-i);
%% CalcuLlate threshold of applied inler-grid potentalj beam = e*uB*h L*n e;
imi ted beam current densi ty froi the source into : cren
V_threshold = (jbeam*(lg^2)*9/(4*sqrt(2))/epsilon_0/sqrt(e/m i))^(2/3);
"o threshold potential for using classical Child- Langmuir pace-charge limited curent model
if V total applied < V threshold curr enI is space-charge hiiatted h inter-grid potential
J beam = 4*sqrt(2)/9*epsilonO*sqrt(e/m i)*(Vtotal applied)A1.5 / lgA2 *(d a/2)A2 * pi * N holes;
flux i J beam/e;
total ion tlux into the screen grid
phii = flux-i/(uB*hL*n-e*pi*RA2);
ion transparency ot the screen grid
else if V_total applied > Vthreshold ) moditied space-charge limited current model
deltaV = Te *log(sqrt(8/pi)/(4*hL)*sqrt(m-i/me));
potential rop between plai and screen
1 s = sqrt(4*sqrt(2)/9*epsilon_0*T e/e/(n _e*hL)*(deltaV/T e)A1.5);
ipproximated sheath sie betwec plasma and screen
I_e =2.5*s + t-s + lg;
moditlied effect ive distance for space-charge 1imited cIrent
J beam = 4*sqrt(2)/9*epsilono*sqrt(e/m-i)*(V totalapplied)A1.5 / eA2 *(d a/2)A2 * pi * N holes;
flux_i - Jbeam/e;
phi-i = flux-i/(uB*hL*n-e*pi*RA2);
if phi_i > I
phi_ = 1;
flux-i = phi-i*uB*hL*n-e*pi*R^2;
J_beam = flux-i * e;
end
end
end
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B.9 Kelvin Functions
KModulus.m
bei.m
dModulus.m
dbei.m
KPhase.m
ber.m
dPhase.m
dber.m
function M _o = KModulus(x)
This function calculates the modulus of the Kelvin FLinction
if abs(x) > 8
fprintf(1,'Error in using the Kelvin Function\n')
break
end
M_o = sqrt(ber(x)A2 + bei(x)A2);
function dModulus = dModulus(x)
o This function calculates the deri ative of modulus of the Kelv in Function
global delta
dModulus = (0.5/delta)/sqrt(ber(x)A2 + bei(x)^2)*(2*ber(x)*dber(x) + 2*bei(x)*dbei(x));
function Phase = KPhase(x)
% This function caIcLiites the phase of the Kelv in F unction
Phase = atan(bei(x)/ber(x));
function dPhase = dPhase(x)
function dPhase = dPhase(x)
This function calculates the deri ati e of phase of the Kelvin IFunction
global delta
dPhase = (1/delta)*( 1/( I+(bei(x)/ber(x))A2))*((ber(x)*dbei(x)-bei(x)*dber(x))/(ber(x)A2));
function bei = bei(x);
% This is part of the Kelv in Function
X = x/8;
bei = 16*X^2 - 113.77777777*XA6 + 72.81777742*X^10 - 10.56765779*XA14 + 0.52185615*XA18 -
0.01103667*XA22 + 0.00011346*XA26;
function dbei = dbei(x)
% This is part of the Kelin Fiunctioi
X = x/8;
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dbei = 4*X - 85.33333333*X^5 + 91.022178*XA9 - 18.49340113*X^13 + 1.174176338*XA17 -
0.0303508425*XA21 + 3.68745e-4*XA25;
function ber = ber(x)
This is part of the Kelviin Funcion
X = x/8;
ber = I - 64*XA4 +113.77777777*X^8 - 32.36345625*XA12 + 2.64191397*XA16 - 0.08349609*XA20 +
0.00122552*XA24 - 0.00000901*XA28;
function dber = dber(x)
Tis is parlt of the Keh in Function
X = x/8;
dber = -32*XA3 + 113.77777777*X^7 - 48.54518438*XAI I + 5.28382794*XA15 - 0.208740225*XA19 +
0.00367656*XA23 - 3.1535e-5*XA27;
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Appendix C
Sample Output
Testing Case:
e 1 scem Xenon flow
0 400 K wall temperature
* 27 W forward power
* 1.41 MHz frequency
* 900 V anode bias
e 175 V accelerator bias
>> RF_Model(l, 400, 27, 1.41, 900, 175)
convergence index = 0.0041
convergence index = 0.0096
convergence index = 0.0099
convergence index = 0.0083
convergence index = 0.0058
convergence index = 0.0039
convergence index = 0.0025
convergence index = 0.0016
convergence index = 0.0010
convergence index = 0.0007
convergence index = 0.0004
---------------------------------- Plasma Properties----------------------------------
Electron temperature = 3.98 eV
Average electron density = 8.29e+017 particles/mA3
Power (RNIS) absorbed within the plasma = 13.02 W
Power reflection = 38.3 percent
Skin depth = 5.76 mm
RMS current in the coil= 7.83 A
Wall-loss rate = 2.25e+018 particles/s
Overall neutral density = 3.34e+019 particles/m^3
Ionization fraction = 0.0242
Total chamber pressure = 5.37 mTorr
------------------------------- Thruster Performance----------------------------------
Beam current = 39.41 mA
Ion transparency = 0.58
Utilization efficiency = 0.55
Ultimate propulsive efficiency = 0.73
Electrical efficiency = 0.57
Energy cost per beam ion production = 685.05 V
Beam power = 35.47 W
Specific impulse = 2066 seconds
Thrust = 1.963 milli-Newtons (mN)
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Computing Plasma Temperature
1 2 3 4 5
electron temperature [eV]
Magnetic Field
5 10
radius from centerline [mm]
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